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S.C. Roşia Montană Gold Corporation S.A. Commissioned NGI to conduct a hazard
analysis and to estimate the probability of non-performance of the Corna Dam in the
Tailings Management Facility (TMF) at Roşia Montană. The analyses establish
whether the dam provides acceptable safety against release of tailings and toxic
water, and whether additional hazard reducing measures are needed.
The report presents the scope of the work, the approach used and the results of the
analyses, in terms of probabilities of occurrence of a breach of the crest of the dam or
overtopping of the dam. Key factors for the event tree analyses are discussed, and the
triggers, non-performance modes, conditions affecting performance and potential
consequences are defined.
To establish whether the dam provides acceptable safety against "uncontrolled"
release of tailings and water during its life, an event tree approach was used to do the
hazard analyses. This technique identifies potential failure mechanisms and follows
how a series of events leading to non-performance of a dam might unfold. The
probability of each scenario, given a triggering event, is quantified.
The event tree hazard analyses considered the dam at different stages of its life and
calculated the probability of non-performance. A non-satisfactory performance of the
dam was defined as an uncontrolled release of tailings and water from the dam over a
period of time. The release could be due to a breach of the crest of the dam or
overtopping without breach of the dam.
The analyses looked at critical scenarios, including all potential modes of nonperformance for the Corna dam under extreme triggers such as a rare, unusually
strong earthquake and extreme rainfall in a 24-hour period.
The detailed event tree analyses replace the earlier extreme scenarios of dam breach,
which were established in a more arbitrarily manner than the scenarios in the present
report. These earlier extreme scenarios were presented in the EIA Report (Report on
Environmental Impact Assessment Study, Chapter 7 "Risks", May 2006). The
probability of occurrence for the extreme dam break scenarios presented earlier by
RMGC was found to be too small to be considered realistic for the present analyses,
given the design and characteristics of the TMF. Therefore, other scenarios with
higher probability of occurrence were considered in the event tree analyses.
The key factors considered in the analyses included: dam configuration (Starter dam,
dam during construction (times 3 years, 9-12 years) and dam at completion (16
years); triggers, including earthquake shaking, extreme rainfall and/or snowmelt,
natural terrain landslide in the valley and failure of the Carnic waste stockpile into
the tailings reservoir; "failure" modes included failure of the foundation, dam slope
instability downstream or upstream, unravelling of downstream toe and slope, piping,
internal erosion, dam abutment failure followed by breach, and liquefaction of the
tailings; and conditions such construction deficiencies, inadequate response of the
field control team and construction schedule changes. These factors were integrated
in the event tree analyses.
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The final design of the Corna Dam is not completed yet, and the hazard associated
with the basic design ("advanced feasibility level design") was evaluated. The safety
evaluation took also into account the further investigations planned for the final
design and the instrumentation and monitoring program proposed for the dam. These
are described in documents issued after the preliminary design of 2005.
The analyses showed the following:
•

No sequence of plausible accidental events results in a probability of nonperformance of the dam greater than once in a million years (or 10-6/yr).

•

The estimated probabilities of non-performance are lower than what is
considered acceptable as design criteria for dams and other containment
structures around the world and lower than probabilities of non-performance
for most other engineered structures. The event tree analyses suggest that the
probability of non-performance of the Roşia Montană TMF is about 100
times lower than the probability of non-performance of comparable
containment dams around the world.

•

None of the probabilistic event tree analyses suggest consequences more
severe than some material damage and limited contamination, both occurring
only in the vicinity downstream of the dam. In the case of a breach of the
Starter Dam, essentially all material released will be contained by the
Secondary Containment Dam. In the case of a maximum plausible breach of
the completed Corna Dam, the release would be less than approximately
250,000 m3 of tailings and 26,000 m3 of water.

•

The low computed probabilities of occurrence suggest that no mitigation
action is required. Instrumentation and monitoring during construction and
operation of the dam is probably the most cost-effective measure to reduce
even further hazard and risk.

The scenarios modelled, with a probability of occurrence of once in 1 million years,
resulted in considerably smaller released volumes than estimated in the extreme
breach scenarios presented earlier in the EIA. The scenarios studied with the event
tree analyses, with a probability of occurrence of once in a million years, indicate no
damage or contamination, except in the vicinity of the dam downstream. There
would be no trans-boundary effects.
The factors that contribute to the low probability of non-performance include the use
of good quality rockfill for the downstream surface of the dam, gentle downstream
slopes for both the Starter and the main dam, dam capacity to store extreme
precipitation and/or snowmelt events, spillway to release excess water in a controlled
manner, the planned safety monitoring to warn of any early signs of unexpected
performance and the proposed preparedness to remediate to any indication of
unexpected behaviour. These factors, combined with the low concentration of
cyanide in the tailings, contribute to reducing the risks.
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1

BACKGROUND

S.C. Roşia Montană Gold Corporation S.A. (RMGC) asked NGI to do hazard analyses
to quantify as reliably as possible the probability of non-performance of the Corna Dam
in the Tailings Management Facility (TMF) in Roşia Montană. The analyses establish
whether the dam provides acceptable safety against an "uncontrolled" release of tailings
and water, and whether additional hazard reducing measures are needed. Appendix D
gives a one-page summary of NGI’s organisation and activities
1.1

Roşia Montană project

The Roşia Montană project is located near the village of Roşia Montană in Alba
County, approximately 80 km north-west of the regional capital of Alba Iulia, and 85
km north-northeast of the city of Deva in west-central Romania. The project lies within
the existing Roşia Montană mining district north-east of the town of Abrud in the
Apuseni Mountains of Transylvania.
The Roşia Montană project will mitigate the consequences of the historic and future
mining operation with the interception and containment of contaminated water currently
entering the system, treatment of the contaminated waters and isolation and recovery of
the waste rock piles within the project boundary. The project is to be designed to
international standards and to employ best available techniques and internationally
proven management practices for safe operation and environmental protection. There
are also extensive plans for the clean up of the existing conditions due to the earlier
2000 years of mining in the area.
The operation of the Roşia Montană Project will generate tailings at a rate of approximately 13 Mt/a for approximately 17 years, producing tailings from the processing of a
total of approximately 215 Mt of ore. The proposed mining and processing operation
requires the construction and operation of a Tailings Management Facility (TMF) in the
Corna Valley situated south of the plant site.
The TMF includes the Starter Dam as a first stage of the Corna Dam, the Secondary
Containment Dam (SCD), a tailings delivery system, a reclaim water system and a
waste rock stockpile. The TMF is designed as a depository for the treated tailings residue. The Corna Valley TMF site is to provide the required design storage capacity for
the life of the mine, plus an additional contingency capacity
1.2

Design requirements

The design criteria for the TMF Starter Dam and Corna Dam form the basis for the
hazard assessment. MWH (2007) summarized the dam design criteria. The most
significant requirements that influenced the probabilities in the hazard analyses include:
•

Operational freeboard at all times of one meter above storage elevation for maximum reclaim pond and 2 PMP (probable maximum flood) volumes; the freeboard
leads to a storage volume capacity at all times of 2 PMP (equivalent to 5.5 millions
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m3 volume), corresponding to a capacity of two 1/10,000-year rainfall occurring
within the same 24 hours;
•

Gentle slopes for the Starter Dam (≈2H:1V upstream and ≈2H:1V downstream);

•

Gentle slopes for the Corna Dam slopes (3H:1V);

•

Sulei rock quarry material for the Starter Dam construction (good quality rockfill);

•

Hard dacite rock for Corna (final) Dam (good quality rockfill);

•

"Well drained" tailings beach at the upstream face of the dam, where equipment can
be moved for repairs, in case of movement or partial breach;

•

Secondary Containment Dam (SCD) with containment capacity of 43,000 m3 when
the main dam is completed after 16 years; in the early construction years, the SCD
has much higher containment capacity;

•

Rate of rise of the raises from Year 4 and afterwards of 6 meters per year;

•

Spillway to release water from 1 in 10 year flood in a controlled manner;

•

Diversion channels along the sides of the valley to divert excess rainfall runoff away
from the TMF pond to minimise the risk of overtopping;

•

Emergency spillway to control any excess water released;

•

Comprehensive geotechnical monitoring system for safety surveillance;

•

Careful control of construction by owner and contractor/engineer.

Detailed site investigations and a number of advanced analyses, dynamic response
analyses under earthquake loading and analysis of the stability of the upstream centreline raise in the event of liquefaction of tailings, will be carried out as part of the
detailed design.
RMGC made a commitment to do periodic reviews and to update the hazard assessment
when the final design has been completed and at key times of the construction schedule,
and if any unexpected event should occur. These reviews would ensure, as a minimum,
compliance of the behaviour of the TMF with the conclusions in this report. NGI agrees
that such steps will provide added documentation of appropriate design and operation.
In addition, if the dam is constructed as planned and no undue event occurs, the
probability of non-performance would decrease with time and the safety of the TMF
would increase with time, as the hazard can be updated with the added knowledge that
the dam has behaved satisfactorily over a period of time.
In particular, when design has been completed, the following concerns should be
addressed and reintroduced in the hazard analysis (1) potential for landsliding; (2) limitations of the hydro-geologic modelling (3) characterization of the conditions at the dam
site to be done with highest standard of care; (4) structure and strength of the bedrock;
(5) material used for the core of the Starter Dam; (6) seepage control for the main dam
and the modelling of seepage; (7) geo-characteristics (strength and permeability) of clay
materials used for dam construction and seepage control.
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1.3

Construction schedule

The Corna Dam has the time schedule during construction shown in Table 1. In the
probabilistic analyses, the analyses will refer to Dam Configurations A, B, C and D.
Table 1
Construction schedule
Time t (yrs)
Construction stage
-1.5 -0
0
0 - 1.25
2
3
4
9
16
1.4

Build Starter Dam
Mill turned on
Fill Starter Dam, start operation
Downstream, 1st stage completed
Downstream, 2nd stage completed
1st centreline raise completed
About midway in centreline construction of the Corna Dam
Corna Dam completed

Dam "Configuration"

A at time = 1.25 yr

B at time = 4 yrs
D at time = 9-12 yrs
C at time= 16 yrs

Reference documents

NGI studied the technical material available, including the geology, geomorphology and
topography, the design documents for the Starter Dam and Corna dam, and the Environmental Impact Assessment section on risks. Key documents used include:
MWH
Corna Dam Design Studies: Engineering Review Report (ERR), March 2005.
MWH
Corna Dam Design Studies: Engineering Review Report (ERR), 2008.
MWH
Impacts of EIA Corna Tailings Management Facility. Dam Break Scenarios. Technical Memorandum, March 2006
MWH
2006/2007 Geotechnical laboratory test data report - rev. 0 issued for information,
February 2008
MWH
Tailings and Water Management Dams Design Criteria, Rev. May 2007.
S.C. Roşia Montană Gold Corporation S.A.
Report on Environmental Impact Assessment Study, Chapter 7 "Risks".
EIA Design Team
9. Non Technical Summary - EIA Study Report Vol. 19, May 2006.
Independent Group of International Experts (IGIE)
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Evaluation report: Environmental Impact Assessment Study for The Roşia Montană
Project, Nov. 2006.
Stematiu, D.
Technical Review/Approval Report of technical documentation regarding the Corna
Tailings Dam, Nov. 2006.
Chandler, R.J.
Short geomorphological survey Roşia Montană, Romania, December 2008
Geological profiles and geological maps of Corna Valley.
1.5

Results of geomorphology survey at Roşia Montană

As part of the work, a geomorphology study was conducted and a report prepared by
Emeritus Professor Dick Chandler, Imperial College of Science and Technology
(Chandler, 2008). The geomorphological survey was conducted to establish the
likelihood of geologic hazards for the construction and operation of the Corna Dam,
tailings pond and waste disposal dump at Roşia Montană, with particular reference to
the possibility of pre-existing landsliding at the site. The report by Chandler (2008)
concluded:
"There are undoubtedly some areas of extensive landsliding in clay strata in the
project area, but apart from the region of the top-soil dump on the left bank just
downstream of the dam site, they do not appear to be of particular engineering
concern.
There are landslide-like features at the crest of the left bank slope at the dam site;
these may be the consequence of quite large-scale rotational sliding, but other
interpretations are also possible. I recommend that the logs of the boreholes drilled in
this area be reviewed to examine if there is any sub-surface evidence of landsliding.
Though the terrain elsewhere shows undulations, there is not a great deal of evidence
of landsliding. For example, in the general location of the Carnic Waste Stockpile the
topography gives the impression of landsliding. In spite of this, several quite large
concrete-block retaining walls supporting the upslope side of the road show only
limited evidence that they might be retaining shallow landslides.
Existing tips, founded on the hillside, seem to be perfectly stable, which I would not
expect if they were founded on pre-existing landslide areas."

A drilling program to confirm Chandler’s conclusions is underway in 2009.
Notwithstanding the above conclusions, the hazard analyses in this report include such
events as slides occurring on the valley slopes and affecting the operation or
containment of both the Starter Dam and Corna Dam.
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1.6

Contents of report

This report presents the scope of the work, the approach used and the results of the
analyses, in terms of probabilities of occurrence of a breach of the crest of the dam or
overtopping of the dam. Key factors for the event tree analyses are briefly discussed,
and the triggers, non-performance modes, conditions affecting performance and potential consequences are defined before a screening of the required analyses is made.
Section 3 describes the event tree approach and provides references on the method.
Section 4 discusses the key definitions and factors considered in the event tree analyses
and Section 5 presents the probabilities of non-performance calculated. Section 6 summarises the results obtained. In Section 5, the quantitative results are presented in tabular form. Each event tree analysis and the reasoning behind the assigned probabilities
are presented on Figures A1 to A19 in Appendix A.
Appendix B presents an analysis of the probabilities used for the peak ground accelerations describing the earthquake shaking trigger. Appendix C reports the probability of
failure for several dams in the world, as reported in the literature. Appendix D provides
a short presentation of NGI.

2

SCOPE

To establish whether the dam provides acceptable safety against "uncontrolled" release
of tailings and water during its life, an event tree approach was used to do the hazard
analyses.
Prior to the analyses, NGI representatives visited the Roşia Montană site in October
2008 and studied all the available material. As part of the site visit, a geomorphology
study was conducted.
An event tree workshop was held in Bucharest in January 2009 to develop the event
trees and reach a consensus when quantifying the hazards. The workshop assembled
experts on tailings dams and hazard and risk analyses. The participants were:
Mike Henderson, Professional Engineer, Tetra Tech Inc.
Professor D. Stematiu, University of Bucharest
Professor Alexandru Ozunu, S.C. OCON ECORISK s.r.l.
Dr. Suzanne Lacasse, NGI
Dr. Kaare Høeg, NGI
Dr. Farrokh Nadim, NGI
Ms Unni K. Eidsvig, NGI
From Gabriel Resources Ltd and S.C. RMGC S.A., four persons attended the workshop
and provided the required technical and operational information:
Yani Roditis, Gabriel Resources Ltd
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Horea Avram, S.C. RMGC S.A.
Ms Cecilia Szentesy, S.C. RMGC S.A.
Mr Hadrian Bobar, S.C. RMGC S.A.
From the designer Montgomery Watson Harza Pty Ltd. (MWH), one person attended
the workshop and provided the required technical information:
Phillip E. Crouse, Professional Engineer, MWH
Pat Corser, Professional Engineer, also from MWH, provided useful clarifications by
telephone and email.
This report was first reviewed by the workshop participants, Mike Henderson, Professor D. Stematiu and Professor Alexandru Ozunu. Their comments were included in
the report. Pat Corser, of MWH, also reviewed the report and confirmed the accuracy of
the dam features and characteristics used for the analyses.
As is good practice for containment dams of the size of the Rosia Montana TMF,
RMGC formed an independent Technical Review Board of highly qualified specialists
to review the design, the construction and the behaviour during and after construction of
the TMF. This is good standard of practice. RMGC is committed to continue having the
independent Technical Review Board provide advice during the entire life of the TMF.
The independent Technical Review Board is formed of Professor Norbert R.
Morgenstern, of University of Alberta in Edmonton Canada, and Mr. Mike Henderson,
of Tetra Tech Inc., Denver, CO, USA. The two consultants are widely experienced
professional engineers in the area of tailings dams and other containment structures.
This hazard assessment report was reviewed by the two members of the independent
Technical Review Board, Professor Norbert R. Morgenstern and Mr. Mike Henderson,
and their comments were included in the report.

3

APPROACH

Hazard and risk analysis involves breaking down a complex system into its fundamental
components, and determining the potential "failure" mechanisms (leading to nonperformance of the dam) and the physical processes that could cause such mechanism.
An event tree is a visual representation of all the events that can occur in a system.
The event tree approach [Vick (2002); Hartford and Baecher (2004); Ang and Tang
(1984), Høeg (1996), and many others] is a technique to identify potential failure mechanisms. The approach provides insight into how a series of events leading to nonperformance of the dam might unfold. The probability of each event, given the occurrence of an initiating event, is quantified. As the number of events increases, the trees fan
out like the branches of a tree. Each path in the event tree represents a specific sequence
of events, resulting in a particular outcome. The events in a sequence should be defined
such that they are mutually exclusive.
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Once each event in the tree is given a probability, the probability for each branch of
events is the multiplication of probabilities on the branch. The result is a set of
frequency-outcome pairs (the outcome could be, e.g. "failure" or "no failure"). The total
probability is the sum of all events contributing to an outcome.
In the present analyses, the event trees show the logical sequence of events or states in
the system around the Corna Dam and identify the possible outcomes and their probability of occurrence.
A presumption of event tree analysis is that engineering judgement and experience is
needed in addition to the results of statistical and deterministic analyses. To achieve
consistency in the evaluation of the probabilities (from one expert to the other and from
one situation to another), a convention is often used to anchor the probabilities [Vick
(2002); Hartford and Baecher (2004)] For the Roşia Montană event tree analyses, the
following scale was used:
Verbal description of uncertainty
Virtually impossible
Very unlikely
Unlikely
Completely uncertain
Likely
Very likely
Virtually certain

Event probability
0.001
0.01
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.99
0.999

with the following definitions:
Virtually impossible:

event due to known physical conditions or processes that
can be described and specified with almost complete
confidence.

Very unlikely:

the possibility cannot be ruled out on the basis of physical
or other reasons.

Unlikely:

event is unlikely, but it could happen.

Completely uncertain: there is no reason to believe that one outcome is any more
or less likely than the other to occur.
Likely:

event is likely, but it may not happen.

Very likely:

event is highly likely, but may not happen, although one
would be surprised if it did not happen.
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Virtually certain:

event due to known physical conditions or processes that
can be described and specified with almost complete
confidence.

One can debate whether there is too much emphasis placed on engineering judgment in
the event tree approach. However, all deterministic and probabilistic approaches,
including statistics of data involve engineering experience and judgment, and more so in
the field of geo-engineering.

4

KEY FACTORS IN EVENT TREE ANALYSES

The event tree analyses considered different triggers, different modes of nonperformance of the Corna Dam and conditions affecting the susceptibility to
unsatisfactory performance.
4.1

Dam configurations

The Starter Dam and the completed Corna Dam at full height were treated in separate
event trees. Intermediate times were also considered. In the probabilistic analyses, the
event trees refer to dam configurations A, B, C and D, as presented in Section 1.3 of this
report. Configuration A corresponds to time 1.25 year in the time scale presented in
Table 1, when the Starter Dam is filled with water and operation starts, while leaving
enough capacity to contain 2 PMP events (in compliance with the design criteria).
Configuration B corresponds to time 4 years, when the construction operations change
from the downstream lift construction to centreline construction of the Corna Dam.
Configuration C corresponds to time 16 years when the Corna Dam has reached full
height. Figure 1 presents sketches of Configurations A, B, and C. Configuration D is an
intermediate time (9-12 years), approximately midway during the centreline
construction of the Corna Dam.
4.2

Triggers that can lead to breach of the dam

The following triggers were considered in the analyses:
1) Earthquake shaking, potentially leading to e.g. high pore pressures, liquefaction,
slope instability, crest settlements, valley or stockpile slides, embankment cracking,
leakage, internal erosion.
2) Extreme rainfall and/or snowmelt, potentially leading to e.g. high pore pressures and
slides, and resulting in flooding.
3) Failure in natural terrain causing a landslide, potentially displacing water and
tailings causing temporary dam overtopping.
4) Failure of waste stockpile into reservoir, potentially displacing water and tailings
causing temporary dam overtopping.
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Acts of war or sabotage, impact by meteorites or other extreme events of this type, with
probability of occurrence less than 10-7 per year were not considered, as they would
result in so low probabilities of non-performance that they are not realistic to consider.
4.3

Non-performance modes ("failure" modes)

Five non-performance modes were considered:
1) Foundation failure, due to, e.g. excess pore pressures or weak layer in foundation
leading to cracking, instability and breach of the dam.
2) Dam slope instability downstream or upstream, due to e.g., construction pore
pressure in core of Starter Dam, excessive pore pressures caused by static or earthquake loads or instability due to inertia forces.
3) Unravelling of downstream toe and slope, due to e.g. overtopping or excessive
leakage through or under the dam. This can be caused by a slide into reservoir, dam
crest settlement due to deformations of the Starter Dam, piping, internal erosion and
sinkhole formation, or excessive deformations (slumping) of the top vertical part of
the Corna Dam during earthquake shaking.
4) Dam abutment failure followed by breach, due to e.g. slide close to and/or under
part of the dam.
5) Liquefaction of the tailings.
Figure 2 presents examples of the non-performance modes analysed. Overtopping
without breach of the dam, including under-capacity or damage of the Secondary Containment Dam was also considered, not as a separate non-performance, but as one of the
events in the sequence of events in the trees.
Different conditions can affect the probability of a hazard occurring or severity of a
consequence, for example construction deficiencies or inadequate response of the field
control team at the site when warning signals may appear. The analyses looked into:
1) Construction deficiencies, e.g. inadequate filters leading to uncontrolled internal
erosion, inadequate drainage, very weak construction layers or zones in the embankment, inadequate types of material(s) in the embankment fill, or insufficient
quality control;
2) Unforeseen construction schedule changes.
These conditions were also integrated in the event trees as separate events during the
course of the construction of the Starter Dam and Corna dam.
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(a) Configuration A, Starter Dam

Tailings

(b) Configuration B at time 4 yrs, when starting centreline construction of Corna Dam

(c) Configuration C, completed Corna Dam
Figure 1.

Sketches showing Configurations A (Starter Dam), B (with two 10-m downstream raises), and C (completed Corna Dam). Sketches are indicative only.
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(a) Foundation failure
(d) Toe unravelling

(b) Dam slope instability
(e) Breach of completed Corna Dam due to
settlement of crest

(c) Abutment failure of Starter
Dam or Corna Dam

Figure 2.

4.4

(f) Breach of completed Corna Dam due to
liquefaction of tailings and to rockfill
sliding into tailings.

Sketches showing examples of non-performance modes. Sketches are
indicative only.

"Performance" and "non-performance" of the dam

A non-satisfactory performance of the Corna Dam was defined throughout the event
tree analyses as an uncontrolled release of tailings and water from the dam over a
period of time. The release could be due to a breach of the crest of the dam or
overtopping without breach of the dam.
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In theory, the potential consequences of a non-performance of the Corna Dam can
fall into five consequence classes (Table 2):
Table 2
Consequence
Class
1
2
3
4
5

Simplified list of consequences
Description
No consequence to third party: no physical damage, no contamination, water
and tailings escaping are retained by Secondary Containment Dam (SCD)
Some contamination of immediate vicinity downstream
Some material damage and some contamination of vicinity downstream
Significant material damage and contamination downstream, but no transboundary effects expected
Significant material damage and contamination downstream, that may
include trans-boundary effects if the released volumes are very large.

In the event trees, the annual probabilities of the events leading to a hazard and "nonperformance" of the dam were calculated. The outcome probabilities were considered
in light of the consequences listed in Table 2. It is important to note that the consequences of non-performance of the dam, if a breach or overtopping occurs, are not
always dramatic, and depend on the quantity of tailings and water that can escape.
After the analyses were completed, the sequences of plausible accidental events
resulted in moderate release of tailings and water, with potentially some material
damage and contamination to vicinity downstream. No trans-boundary effects had
probability of occurrence higher than once in a million years, and the probability is
probably much less. Many of the analyses ended with the outcome that the released
volume was contained by the Starter Dam and the main dam or by the Secondary
Containment Dam (SCD). Appendix A provides an illustration of the outcomes that
were considered in the event tree analyses.
Main dam
The most severe scenario of non-performance of the completed Corna Dam (main
dam) was established through discussions during the workshop and post-workshop.
The most severe case would be equivalent to a breach of the Corna Dam extending 5
to 8 metres below the crest and extending over a length of 100 to 200 metres along
the centreline. The ensuing release due to such a breach would be a maximum of
250,000 m3 of tailings and 26,000 m3 of water (P. Corser, MWH, personal communication, March 2009). The geometry and volume of this most severe case will be
checked through analyses during the final design of the TMF to ensure, as a
minimum, compliance with the analyses made.
“Non-performance” of the main dam (the Corna at different times of its life) was
defined as the "release of a larger volume of tailings and water".
The scenarios analysed did not include some of the features that would reduce the
impacts. For the completed Corna Dam, the analyses do not consider the capture of
some of the discharge flow in the SCD and the semi-passive treatment lagoons
directly below the SCD. The SCD will have a capacity of 53,000 m3 when the main
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dam will be completed. The lagoons will extend for a distance of 500 m beyond the
SCD and have a capacity of 33,000 m3 above their operating capacity. The SCD and
the lagoons will not be full during normal operating conditions and would mitigate,
or even contain, the released tailings and water.
Starter Dam
For the Starter Dam, the “non-performance” is slightly different. Because of the large
containment capacity of the Secondary Containment Dam (3 millions m3) at this
stage of the construction, the small amount of water available for overtopping the
SCD, and the large freeboard of the Starter Dam (2 PMP, or 5.5 millions m3,
available at all times), only two outcomes were possible: the tailings and water
would be contained by the SCD or they would overtop the SCD.
The SCD can contain a volume of about 3 millions m3. A significant portion of the
released volume would be absorbed in the downstream rockfill slope of the Starter
Dam 1. If a large volume of tailings is retained in the rockfill, the volume that can be
contained in the SCD will be even greater, perhaps as much as 4 to 5 millions m3. As
the event tree analyses will show, essentially all material potentially released would
be contained by the Secondary Containment Dam, for all plausible breach or
overtopping scenarios of the Starter Dam.
4.5

Design basis

The detailed final design of the Corna Dam is not completed yet, and the hazard
associated with the basic design ("advanced feasibility level design") was evaluated
in this report. However, the safety evaluation took also into account the further
investigations planned for the final design and the instrumentation and monitoring
program proposed for the dam. These are described in MWH documents issued after
the preliminary design of 2005 and in the report by Stematiu "Technical
Review/Approval Report of technical documentation regarding the Corna Tailings
Dam" issued in 2006.
NGI also considered in its analyses that the conditions at the dam site will be
characterized to a high standard of care and that construction and monitoring will
also be executed to the highest international standard of care. Such were the plans
that were described for the TMF during the workshop in Romania were the event tree
analyses were prepared.

5

ESTIMATE OF PROBABILITY OF NON-PERFORMANCE

5.1

Critical mode screening

At the event tree workshop, a discussion was first held to screen the most critical, and
yet plausible, time in the life of the TMF to analyse, e.g. during construction of the
1

For example, for the Starter Dam, 80-m height, 200-m width, 1000-m length and 25% rockfill
porosity downstream, a volume of 2 millions m3 may be retained in the rockfill.
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Starter Dam, during the downstream construction stages, during the centreline construction of the final dam, and/or in the early years after completion of the final dam.
A matrix of dam configuration and time was prepared, and the following modes were
seen as most critical and susceptible to lead to the highest probabilities of nonperformance. Table 3 presents the matrix of analyses considered and the ones that
were prioritised in this report.
The cases which appeared as unrealistic and with much lower probability of
occurrence were not considered further, or not continued in the event tree diagrams.
As part of the mode screening, the following considerations were made:
Most critical times during life of the dam
The consensus at the event tree workshop was that the more critical times in the
lifetime of the dam was when the Starter Dam was completed and filling started
(time=1.25 yrs), when there was a change in the construction method, going from a
downstream construction to a centreline construction (time=4 yrs, Figure 1b), and
when the final dam was completed at time 16 years.
Precipitation
Extreme precipitation (rainfall, flood and snowmelt) could become critical for the
plausible Starter Dam. However the case of Probable Maximum Flood, with two
successive 1 in 10,000 yr rainfall in 24 hours followed by 1 in 10 yr flood has a
probability of occurrence less than 10-8 per year or 1 in 100 million years, and will
result in very low probabilities on of non-performance. The scenario will not present
a critical situation for the completed dam, as the dam is designed to allow seepage
through its rockfill slope and the completed dam has storage capacity of at least 2
PMP plus one meter of freeboard.
Failure of the Carnic waste stockpile
The Carnic stockpile is most likely to fail when the water is highest, i.e. at year 16.
However, the highest consequences would be experienced earlier in case of a failure
of the ground supporting the stockpile. This scenario was therefore analysed at Year
4 and Year 16.
At time 21 years
No situation or loading was found critical for this time in the life of the dam. The
annual probability of non-performance will decrease as the tailings consolidate and
the tailings facility is capped. If the dam performs as expected, the probability of
non-performance will decrease as the estimates in this report can be updated to
include the experience of observed behaviour.
Other triggers
The analysis of events such as impact by meteorites, airplanes crashing over the dam
or terrorist attack, were not included, as they all start with a probability of occurrence
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of less than 10-7 per year, and would therefore yield probabilities of non-performance
that were extremely low, and below all existing experience.
Earlier scenarios
The two extreme scenarios of dam breach analysed earlier (presented in the EIA
Report) were established in a more arbitrarily manner than the scenarios in this
report. The earlier extreme were considered in this report as highly improbable, with
a probability of occurrence in the range of 10-8 or 10-9 per year. For the Starter Dam,
the scenario was a breach 40-m deep over a length of 206 metres. For the completed
Corna Dam built on top of the Starter Dam, the scenario was a breach 60-m deep
over a length of 385 metres. Such massive movements would not occur in a dam
built with good quality rockfill material, gentle slopes and unusually high freeboard.
Table 3

Screening of analyses to be done

Time in dam life
Trigger/event
100-yr and 10,000-yr earthquake *
100-yr and 10,000-yr rainfall/flood/snowmelt *
Operational delays
Failure of valley slopes (natural terrain)
Failure under waste stockpile
Internal erosion
Liquefaction of tailings

1.5 yrs
x
x
x

4 yrs

9-12 yrs

16 yrs

21 yrs

x
X
X
x

x

x

x

x

* Includes all failure modes, from foundation failure, dam slope instability, dam abutment
failure, internal erosion and toe unravelling, when relevant.

Of special concern for tailings dams are the geo-environmental considerations. The
negative consequences of risk associated with chronic leakage or a breach releasing
contaminated tailings and water are not directly addressed in this report.
5.2

Overview of analyses

Figure 1 presents the three main dam configurations analysed. The configurations
and times in the lifetime of the Corna Dam are given in Table 1. Figure 2 illustrates
schematically some of the non-performance modes analysed for the Starter Dam and
for the completed Corna Dam.
Table 4 presents the short version of the analyses prioritised. Table 5 characterises
the event tree analyses described in the report. They are grouped by triggering event
and by the dam "Configuration" analysed, the Starter Dam, the completed Corna
Dam or an intermediate construction stage of the dam.
Event trees were developed for each trigger, with each non-performance mechanism
looked at separately. In some cases, two non-performance mechanisms were considered successively, for example in Analyses 1, 4, 14 and 31 in Table 5. Analysis 1X is a control of the probabilities used for the different peak ground horizontal
accelerations used in the analyses.
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Each of the event trees is presented in a series of figures in Appendix A (e.g. Figures
A1a), b) and c), and completed with a summarizing figure (e.g. Figure A1d)) with
the accumulated probabilities in each tree for each consequence category. Appendix
A describes the presentation of the trees and the reasoning for the probabilities
assigned.
Table 4

Overview of event tree analyses - short version

Configuration

Time

Trigger

Non-performance mode

Starter Dam
Starter Dam
Starter Dam
Starter Dam
Completed Corna dam
Completed Corna dam

1.5 yrs
1.5 yrs
1.5 yrs
1.5 yrs
16 yrs
16 yrs

Earthquake shaking
Earthquake shaking
Earthquake shaking
Earthquake shaking
Earthquake shaking
Earthquake shaking

Completed Corna dam
Starter Dam
Starter Dam
Starter Dam
Starter Dam
Starter Dam
Starter Dam + 2 raises
Starter Dam + 2 raises
Intermediate stage
Completed Corna Dam
Starter dam
Intermediate stage

16 yrs
1.5 yrs
1.5 yrs
1.5 yrs
1.5 yrs
1.5 yrs
4 yrs
4 yrs
9-12 yrs
16 yrs
1,5 yrs
9-12 yrs

Earthquake shaking
Precipitation, flood, snowmelt
Precipitation, flood, snowmelt
Precipitation, flood, snowmelt
Precipitation, flood, snowmelt
Precipitation, flood, snowmelt
Precipitation, flood, snowmelt
-----------

Foundation failure
Dam slope instability
Abutment failure
Toe unravelling
Foundation failure
Downstream slope instability and
liquefaction
Abutment failure
Foundation failure
Dam slope instability
Abutment failure
Internal erosion and toe unravelling
Operational delays
Operational delays
Natural terrain slide in valley slope
Failure of Carnic waste stockpile
Failure of Carnic waste stockpile
Internal erosion
Liquefaction of tailings

5.3

Presentation of results

The results of each event tree analysis are given in Table 6.
Nomenclature
The probability of failure or probability of non-performance is usually expressed as
an exponential unit which is difficult to associate to everyday life. To help with the
understanding of these numbers, the exponential can be simplified to the expressions
in the table below.
Probability of occurrence
Exponential expression
10-4/year
10-5/year
10-6/year
10-7/year
10-8/year

Probability of occurrence
Expressed as frequency over time
Once in 10,000 years
Once in 100,000 years
Once in 1,000,000 years
Once in 10,000,000 years
Once in 100,000,000 years
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Results
The total probability of non-performance is the sum of all contributing probabilities
to the non-performance, for either the Starter Dam or the completed Corna Dam (or
any intermediate stage). These total probabilities are given in Tables 7 and 8. Table 7
summarizes the total probabilities for each configuration and trigger, and Table 8
presents the total probabilities for each configuration of the dam.
The probabilities are presented as a function of the release of tailings and water
associated with the non-performance of the Dam. The highest probability of nonperformance is approximately 1 x 10-6/yr, or once in a million years. The highest
probabilities of non-performance were as follows:
Configuration
A(t= 1.5 yrs, internal erosion)
C (t = 16 yrs)
B (t = 4 yrs)
D (t = 9-12 yrs)

P[Non-performance]
1.3 x 10-6 /yr
1.3 x 10-6/yr
6.5 x 10-7/yr
1.3 x 10-6/yr

The highest probabilities of non-performance were associated with earthquake
shaking of the main dam and the static liquefaction of the tailings at time 9 to 12
years. The scenarios would result in some material damage and some contamination,
but only in the vicinity downstream of the dam. They would cause no trans-boundary
effects.
For the Starter Dam, no reasonable expected scenario lead to a significant release of
tailings and water because of the limited quantity of water available and the reserve
capacity provided (2 PMP's). Internal erosion may cause, with a probability of once
in a million year, a small escape of tailings and water. The escape would cause only
modest contamination of the immediate vicinity downstream. Essentially all material
released could be contained by the Secondary Containment Dam.
5.4

Possible improvement measures

The computed probabilities are all very low compared to acceptable and tolerable
hazard levels for dams and other engineered structures, and no mitigation action is
required. The TMF is well within the boundary of acceptable hazard already
accepted for dam structures around the world.
Table 6 lists a number of measures that reduce hazard, some are already
implemented in the design of the TMF, while others could be implemented to reduce
even further the hazard and risk, if necessary. However, the annual probability is
low, and such mitigation is not required.
Instrumentation and monitoring during construction and operation of the dam is
probably the most cost-effective measure to provide reliable results on the behaviour
of the dam, and would provide the means to intervene early and efficiently if some
unexpected event should occur.
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6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

S.C. Roşia Montană Gold Corporation S.A. Commissioned NGI to conduct a hazard
analysis and to estimate the probability of non-performance of the Corna Dam in the
Tailings Management Facility (TMF) at Roşia Montană. The analyses establish
whether the dam provides acceptable safety against release of tailings and water, and
whether additional hazard reducing measures are needed.
To establish whether the dam provides acceptable safety against "uncontrolled"
release of tailings and water during its life, an event tree approach was used to do the
hazard analyses. This technique identifies potential failure mechanisms and follows
how a series of events leading to non-performance of a dam might unfold. The
probability of each scenario, given a triggering event, is quantified.
The event tree hazard analyses considered the dam at different stages of its life and
calculated the probability of non-performance. A non-satisfactory performance of the
dam was defined as an uncontrolled release of tailings and water from the dam over a
period of time. The release could be due to a breach of the crest of the dam or
overtopping without breach of the dam. The analyses considered critical scenarios,
including all potential modes of non-performance for the Corna dam under extreme
triggers such as a rare, unusually strong earthquake and extreme rainfall in a 24-hour
period. The probabilities were associated with the possible consequences following a
breach or overtopping of the dam.
The detailed event tree analyses replace the earlier extreme scenarios of dam breach,
which were established in a more arbitrarily manner than the scenarios in the present
report. These earlier extreme scenarios were presented in the EIA Report (Report on
Environmental Impact Assessment Study, Chapter 7 "Risks", May 2006). The
probability of occurrence for the earlier extreme dam break scenarios was found to
be too small (10-8 or 10-9 per year or less than once in 100 millions years) to
represent realistic scenarios. Therefore, other scenarios with higher probability of
occurrence were considered in the event tree analyses. The event tree analyses
considered rather the most plausible scenarios, including all possible modes of
failure for the Corna Dam under extreme triggers such as the 10,000 year-earthquake
and extreme precipitation.
The analyses showed the following:
•

No sequence of plausible accidental events results in a probability of nonperformance of the dam greater than once in a million years (or a probability
of 10-6 per year).

•

The highest probabilities of non-performance (about once in 1 million years)
was associated with earthquake shaking of the main dam causing instability
of the dam slope and liquefaction, static liquefaction of the tailings at time 9
to 12 years, and internal erosion of the Starter Dam. The scenarios, with a
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probability of occurrence of once in a million years, result in some material
damage and limited contamination, both only in the vicinity downstream of
the dam. There would be no trans-boundary effects.
•

The low computed probabilities of occurrence suggest that no mitigation
action is required. Instrumentation and monitoring during construction and
operation of the dam is probably the most cost-effective measure to reduce
even further hazard and risk.

The estimated probability of non-performance is about 100 times lower than what is
used as criteria for dams and other containment structures around the world and
lower than the probabilities of non-performance for most other engineered structures.
The sequence of events with highest probability of occurrence results in considerably
smaller released volumes than assumed in the breach scenarios presented in the EIA
report.
The factors that contribute strongly to bringing the probability of non-performance to
such low levels include the use of good quality rockfill for the downstream surface of
the dam, gentle downstream slopes for both the Starter and especially the completed
Corna Dam, very large storage volume, spillway to release any excess water in a
controlled manner, the safety monitoring to warn of any early signs of unexpected
performance and proposed preparedness to remediate to any indication of unexpected
behaviour. These factors, combined with the low concentration of cyanide in the
tailings, contribute to reducing the risks.
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Table 5.

Detailed overview of event tree analyses

Analysis No.
Cross-section
Fig. No.*

Trigger/
Non-performance
mode **

Event
Sequence

Analysis continued
in additional tree

EARTHQUAKE SHAKING – STARTER DAM
1
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A1 a, b, c, d

1-X
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A2

2
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A3 a, b, c

3
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A4 a, b
4
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A5 a, b, c ,d

Earthquake
Foundation failure

Earthquake
Foundation failure

Earthquake
Upstream or
downstream slope
instability

Earthquake
Dam abutment failure

Earthquake
Toe Unravelling

- Unexpected foundation conditions?
- Does foundation fail?
- Causes breach in Starter Dam?
- Available storage?
Same analysis as Analysis 1, to verify
effect of subdividing earthquake PGA
(Amax) into 4 branches instead of 3
UPSTREAM
- Does slope fail?
- Response during operation?
DOWNSTREAM
- Does liquefaction occur?
- Does slope fail?
- Response during operation?
- Does liquefaction occur
- Does water approach crest?
- What are crest settlements?
- Does valley slope fail?
- What is depth of slide?
- Causes breach in Starter Dam?
- Available storage?
- Height of storage?
- Damage in core?
- Increased leakage in foundation?
- Filters prevent leakage under toe?
- Toe unravels?

EARTHQUAKE SHAKING – COMPLETED CORNA DAM
- Unexpected foundation conditions?
5
Earthquake
- Does foundation fail?
Completed
- Causes breach in Corna Dam?
Corna Dam
- Available storage?
Configuration C Foundation failure
- Operational response?
Fig. A6 a, b
- Does slope fail?
- Do tailings liquefy?
6
Earthquake
- Does water escape through fill?
Completed
- Does water approach crest?
Corna Dam
Downstream slope
- What are crest settlements?
Configuration C
instability and
- Performance of Corna Dam?
Fig. A7 a (Parts
liquefaction
- Leakage through lenses?
1+2), b
- Response during operation?
- Does valley slope fail?
7
Earthquake
- What is depth of slide?
Completed
- Causes breach in Corna Dam?
Corna Dam
Configuration C Dam abutment failure - Available storage?
- Operational response?
Fig. A8 a, b
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If satisfactory foundation
performance, consider whether toe
may unravel [Fig. A1 b)]
If satisfactory Starter Dam
performance, consider whether toe
may unravel [Fig. A1 c)]
Same steps as in Fig. A1 a). Results
confirm that assumption with three
Amax branches is sufficient. Results
are discussed in Appendix B.

None

None
If filters are effective, consider
whether there is increased leakage
in foundation [Fig A5 b)]
If toe does not unravel, -consider
whether foundation failure can
occur [Fig A5 c)]

None

None

None
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Analysis No.
Cross-section
Fig. No.*

Trigger/
Non-performance
mode **

Event
Sequence

Analysis continued
in additional tree

RAINFALL, FLOOD, SNOWMELT – STARTER DAM
11
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A9 a, b

12
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A10 a, b
13
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A11 a, b

14
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A12 a, b

Precipitation
Foundation failure

- Pore pressure build-up or water
flow in foundation?
- Does foundation fail?
- Causes breach in Starter Dam?
- Available storage?
- Operational response?

None

- Does downstream slope fail?
- Response during operation?

None

Precipitation
Upstream or
downstream slope
instability
Precipitation
Dam abutment failure

Precipitation
Internal erosion and
toe unravelling

- Does valley slope fail?
- What is depth of slide?
- Causes breach in Starter Dam?
- Available storage?
- Operational response?
- Available storage?
- Damage/defect in core?
- Leakage at clay-rock interface?
- Increased leakage below dam?
- Does erosion occur?
- Filters prevent erosion?
- Toe unravels?

None

None

RAINFALL, FLOOD, SNOWMELT - OPERATIONAL DELAYS - STARTER DAM AND CONFIG. B
15
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A13 a, b
16
Corna Dam
Configuration B
Fig. A14 a, b

Precipitation
Operation delays

- Is operation as planned?
- Available storage?

None

Precipitation
Operation delays

- Is operation as planned?
- Available storage?
- Operational response?

Time = approximately 4 years

NATURAL TERRAIN SLIDE AND WASTE STOCKPILE FAILURE – CONFIGURATIONS B and C
21
Corna Dam
Configuration B

Natural terrain slide
in valley slopes

Fig. A15 a, b

22
Corna Dam
Configuration D
Fig. A16 a, b
23
Corna Dam
Configuration C
Fig. A17 a, b

Failure of Carnic
waste stockpile

Failure of Carnic
waste stockpile

- Fast or slow moving slide?
- Mud wave overtopping dam?
- Storage reduced?
- Available height of freeboard?
- Causes mudwave?
- Storage reduced?
- Available storage?
- Heavy precipitation at same time?
- Causes mudwave?
- Storage reduced?
- Available storage?
- Heavy precipitation at same time?

Time = approximately 4 years
Event tree starts with
P[slide occurs]=10-2/yr
Event tree starts with
P[failure occurs]=10-2/yr

Event tree starts with
P[failure occurs]= 10-1/yr

INTERNAL EROSION AND LIQUEFACTION OF TAILINGS – STARTER DAM AND CONFIGURATION D
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Analysis No.
Cross-section
Fig. No.*
31
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A18 a, b, c
32
Corna Dam
Configuration D
(t = 9-12 yrs)

Trigger/
Non-performance
mode **

Internal erosion

Static liquefaction in
tailings

Event
Sequence
- Defect in core?
- Erosion arrested by filters?
- Leakage in foundation?
- Leakage under toe?
- Toe unravels?
- Does crest settlement occur?
-Will damage be repaired in time?
-Will release of tailings occur?

Fig. A19 a, b

Analysis continued
in additional tree
If filters are effective, consider
whether there is leakage in
foundation [Fig A18 b)]
Event tree starts with
P[static liquefaction]=10-2/yr
P[ ] is less likely than for waste
stockpile failure, and approximately
the same as for natural terrain slide.

* Event trees are found in Appendix A (Figures A1 to A19)
** See Figures 1 and 2

Table 6.

Results of hazard analyses and suggestions for mitigation measures

Analysis No. *
Configuration

Trigger/
Non-performance
mode **

Nonperformance

P[Nonperformance)
(Fig. No.)

Measures that reduce hazard

EARTHQUAKE SHAKING – STARTER DAM
1
Starter Dam
Configuration A
2
Starter Dam
Configuration A
3
Starter Dam
Configuration A
4
Starter Dam
Configuration A

Earthquake
Foundation failure

Overtop SCD

2.6 x 10-7/yr
Fig. A1(d)

- Testing of core material
- Use good core material
- Upstream core (with tailings sealing)
- Inspection of filters/Double filter
- Site investigations

Earthquake
Slope instability

Overtop SCD

1.3 x 10-8/yr
Fig. A3(b)

- Dynamic response analysis

Earthquake
Dam abutment failure

Overtop SCD

2.1 x 10-9/yr
Fig. A4(b)

Earthquake
Toe Unravelling

Overtop SCD

4.6 x 10-7/yr
Fig. A5(d)

- Do not place topsoil in locations
where it worsens slope stability
- Site investigations
- Testing of core material
- Use good core material
- Upstream core (with tailings sealing)
- Inspection of filters
- Double filter

EARTHQUAKE SHAKING – COMPLETED CORNA DAM
5
Completed
Corna Dam
Configuration C
6
Completed
Corna Dam
Configuration C
7
Completed
Corna Dam
Configuration C

Earthquake
Foundation failure

Small release
Larger release

1.7 x 10-8/yr
1.7 x 10-8/yr
Fig. A6(b)

Earthquake
Slope instability and
liquefaction

Small release
Larger release

1.1 x 10-6/yr
1.1 x 10-6/yr
Fig. A7(b)

Earthquake
Dam abutment failure

Small release
Larger release

3.5 x 10-8/yr
3.5 x 10-8/yr
Fig. A8(b)

- Site investigations
- Advanced stability analyses
- Higher quality rockfill
- Advanced stability analyses
- Advanced dynamic response analyses
- Site investigations
- Remove topsoil
- Do not place topsoil in locations
where it worsens slope stability
- Site investigations

RAINFALL, FLOOD, SNOWMELT – STARTER DAM PRECIPITATION
11

Precipitation

Overtop SCD
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Analysis No. *
Configuration
Starter Dam
Configuration A
12
Starter Dam
Configuration A

Trigger/
Non-performance
mode **
Foundation failure

Nonperformance

P[Nonperformance)
(Fig. No.)
Fig. A9(b)

Precipitation
Slope instability

Overtop SCD

3.0 x 10-8/yr
Fig. A10(b)

13
Starter Dam
Configuration A

Precipitation
Dam abutment failure

Overtop SCD

1.5 x 10-11/yr
Fig. A11(b)

14
Starter Dam
Configuration A

Precipitation
Internal erosion and
toe unravelling

Overtop SCD

1.4 x 10-8/yr
Fig. A12(b)

Measures that reduce hazard
- Install piezometers
- Advanced stability analyses
- Dynamic response analysis
-Higher quality rockfill
- Remove topsoil
- Do not place topsoil in locations
where it worsens slope stability
- Site investigations
- Surface treatment/grouting
- Well-graded core, wider core
- Positive cut-off into rock
- Low gradients/minor seepage
- Testing of core material
- Upstream core (with tailings sealing)
- Inspection of filters/Double filter
- Monitoring

RAINFALL, FLOOD, SNOWMELT - OPERATIONAL DELAYS - STARTER DAM AND CONFIG. B
15
Starter Dam
Configuration A
16
Completed
Corna Dam
Configuration B

Precipitation
Operation delays

Overtop SCD

2.0 x 10-7/yr
Fig. A13(b)

- Allow time to regulate flow
- Stop operation
- Monitoring (piezometers)

Precipitation
Operation delays

Small release
Larger release

5.5 x 10-7/yr
5.5 x 10-7/yr
Fig. A14(b)

- Allow time to regulate flow
- Stop operation
- Monitoring

NATURAL TERRAIN SLIDE AND WASTE STOCKPILE FAILURE – CONFIGURATIONS B, C and D
21
Corna Dam
Configuration B
22
Corna Dam
Configuration D
23
Corna Dam
Configuration C

Natural terrain slide
in valley slopes
Failure of Carnic
waste stockpile
Failure of Carnic
waste stockpile

Small release
Larger release
Small release
Larger release
Small release
Larger release

2.8 x 10-7/yr
1.0 x 10-7/yr
Fig. A15(b)
2.4 x 10-8/yr
1.7 x 10-8/yr
Fig. A16(b)
2.4 x 10-7/yr
1.7 x 10-7/yr
Fig. A17(b)

- Site investigations
- Site investigations
- Piezometer installation
- Stabilizing dyke
- Site investigations
- Piezometer installation
- Stabilizing dyke

INTERNAL EROSION AND LIQUEFACTION OF TAILINGS-STARTER DAM AND CONFIGURATION D
31
Starter Dam
Configuration A

Internal erosion

Overtop SCD

1.3 x 10-6/yr
Fig. A18(c)

32
Static liquefaction in
Small release
5.2 x 10-6/yr
Corna Dam
tailings
Larger release
1.3 x 10-6/yr
Configuration D
Fig. A19(b)
(t = 9-12 yrs)
*
Event trees are found in Appendix A (Figures A1 to A19)
** See Figures 1 and 2
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- Grouting under Starter Dam
- Positive cut-off
- Site investigations
- Mapping of bedding
- Wider core
- Advanced stability analyses
- Advanced dynamic response analyses
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Table 7. Total probabilities per volume released, per trigger and per configuration
Configuration

Trigger/Event

P[Overtops SCD]

Starter Dam
Configuration A
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Starter Dam
Configuration A

Earthquake
All non-performance modes
Precipitation
All non-performance modes

7.3 x 10-7/yr

Internal erosion

1.3 x 10-6/yr

Precipitation
Operation delays

2.0 x 10-7/yr

Final Corna Dam
Configuration C
Final Corna Dam
Configuration C
Corna Dam
Configuration B
Corna Dam
Configuration B
Starter Dam
Configuration D
Corna Dam
Configuration D

Earthquake
All non-performance modes
Failure of Carnic waste
stockpile
Precipitation
Operation delays
Natural terrain slide
in valley slopes
Failure of Carnic waste
stockpile

4.7 x 10-8/yr

P[Small release]

Table 8.

Static liquefaction in tailings

-6

P[Larger release]

1.1x10 /yr

1.1 x 10-6/yr

2.4x10-7/yr

1.7 x 10-7/yr

5.5x10-7/yr

5.5 x 10-7/yr

2.8x10-7/yr

1.0 x 10-7/yr

2.4x10-8/yr

1.7 x 10-8/yr

5.2x10-6/yr

1.3 x 10-6/yr

Total probabilities of non-performance per configuration

Configuration

Trigger/Event

P[Larger release]

Final Corna Dam
Configuration C
Corna Dam
Configuration B
Corna Dam
Configuration D

All triggers
All non-performance modes
All triggers
All non-performance modes

1.3 x 10-6/yr

Static liquefaction in tailings
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A1

EVENT TREES, FIGURES A1 TO A19

The event trees listed in Tables 5 and 6 are presented in Figures A1 to A19 in this
appendix. The event trees are presented as described in the sketch shown below. The
event tree itself is in the “middle” of each sheet. The top part presents both the event
being considered and an explanation for the selected probabilities. The consequence is
given at the extreme right together with the probability of each branch. The consequences have colour code, as illustrated in Section 4.
A number of trees were so large that they needed to be displayed on several sheets. For
example, Figure A1a), b) and c) all belong to the same tree, where certain branches
were continued from Figure A1a) to Figure A1b) and Fig. A1c). When two earthquake
intensities had to be separated because of space, the event tree was divided into two
parts (Part 1 and Part 2). The last figure for each tree listed in Table 5 (e.g. Fig A1d) or
Fig. A14b) summarizes the probability of non-performance for the entire analysis in the
event tree. The total probabilities are summarized in tables in the main text.
Trigger

Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

… Event i/j

Consequence

P[nonperformance]

Explanation for
choice
probability P[ ]

Explanation for
choice of
probability P[ ]

Explanation for
choice of
probability P[ ]

Explanation for
choice of
probability P[ ]

Explanation

For each branch
of tree

Event tree

Figure No. Title, with Configuration, trigger and mode of non-performance

A2

OUTCOME OF EVENT TREE ANALYSES

In the analyses, the outcome needs to be the same for all the analyses of a given dam
configuration. Two sets of outcomes were selected, one for the Starter Dam and one for
the Corna Dam, from time 3 years to 16 years. The sketches below illustrate the
outcome.
For the Starter Dam, the "performance" and "non-performance" outcomes are containment or overtopping of the Secondary Containment Dam (SCD).
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Tailings and water
contained by dam or SCD
Starter Dam
Trigger
Sequence of events
Tailings and water
overtop SCD

Because of the large containment capacity of the Secondary Containment Dam (3
millions m3) at this stage of the construction, the small amount of water available for
overtopping the SCD, and the large freeboard of the Starter Dam (2 PMP, or 5.5
millions m3, available at all times), only two outcomes needed to be considered. As will
be shown in the analyses, in the case of a plausible breach of the Starter Dam, essentially all material released is contained by the Secondary Containment Dam.
The sketch below shows the three outcomes for the main Dam built over the Starter
Dam.
Tailings and water
contained by dam or SCD

Corna Dam
Trigger
Sequence of events

Release of small volume of
tailings and water

Release of larger volume of
tailings and water

"Non-performance" was defined as the "Release of a larger volume of tailings and
water". The "Smaller volume release" refers to some tailings and/or water escaping, but
only in small quantities.

A3

GUIDELINE TO READ EVENT TREES

The steps of the event tree in Figure A5 are described in more detail in this paragraph.
This tree was selected because it is one of the more complex trees analysed. The tree
consists of 3 components in Figures A5a, A5b and A5c and one summary sheet (Fig.
A5d).
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The analysis in Figure A5 is briefly described in Table 5. The analysis computes the
probability of non-performance of the Starter Dam under earthquake shaking, and
whether the earthquake will cause toe unravelling.
Analysis No.
Cross-section
Fig. No.*

Trigger/
Non-performance
mode

Event
Sequence

Analysis continued
in additional tree

EARTHQUAKE SHAKING – STARTER DAM
Starter Dam
Configuration A
Fig. A5 a, b, c ,d

Earthquake
Toe Unravelling

- Height of storage?
- Damage in core?
- Increased leakage in foundation?
- Filters prevent leakage under toe?
- Toe unravels?

If filters are effective, consider
whether there is increased leakage
in foundation [Fig A5b)]
If toe does not unravel, -consider
whether foundation failure can
occur [Fig A5c)]

Figure A5a) presents the basic events in the analysis: Once the three levels of peak
ground acceleration have been applied and a probability associated with each of the
accelerations, each branch of the tree is treated in parallel.
The first event asks whether the design freeboard is available, and probabilities were
given to each branch. The sum of the probabilities on the branches originating from the
same point is always equal to unity. In Figure A5a), the values of P[0.95; 0.05] were
discussed and a consensus was reached that there was a 5 % probability that there would
be less than 2 PMP storage available in the Starter Dam. The probability reflects the fact
that a good control is expected during the construction year of the Starter Dam.
If the design storage is not available, one raises the question of whether overtopping
will occur due to crest settlement caused by the earthquake, and then whether the
overtopping will be large enough to unravel the toe of the Starter Dam. Explanations for
the choice of probabilities are given on the tree itself.
If the design storage is available, the next question is whether the earthquake will have
damaged the core, and probabilities are associated to the status after the previous events
and the amplitude of the acceleration
If there is no damage in the core and no leakage in the foundation, the situation is safe
and there are no consequences of the earthquake shaking.
If there is no damage in the core but leakage in the foundation, the efficiency of the
filters is given a probability. If the filters do not prevent excessive leakage in the toe, the
next step is to evaluate whether the leakage is large enough to unravel the toe. If the toe
unravels, the consequences are in terms of the tailings/water escaping, and whether they
will be contained by the Secondary Containment Dam. In the case of the Starter Dam,
the SCD will contain almost everything that can be released, since there are only small
volumes of water available for release.
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The event tree in Figure A5 is complex, because its needs to combine several failure
modes. If the reasoning concludes with “No 3rd party consequence” due to damage in
the core, there is still a possibility that a failure will develop in the foundation and cause
overtopping of the SCD. This is analysed further in Fig. A5c).
Similarly, if there is damage in the core and the filters are effective to arrest a leakage in
the core, there is the possibility that leakage can develop in the foundation. This step is
shown on Figure A5(a), but the calculation itself is done on Figure A5b).
The analysis continues in this manner for all events and all branches and for all
acceleration (Amax) values. The probability of overtopping the SCD is given by the
numbers to the right of all the yellow boxes. The green boxes simply indicate the
sequence of events that will lead to no damage or 3rd party consequences.
Figure A5d) summarizes all the probabilities from the three analysis components in
Figures A5a), b) and c) and calculates the total probability for this one event tree. The
total probability for the Starter Dam requires that all analyses are carried out and a
summation of all relevant individual probabilities needs to be made.
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Earthquake shaking. Peak
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(PGA) probabilities
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B1

RELATIONSHIP PGA AND CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDENCE

For the event tree analyses under earthquake shaking, the probabilities for the
occurrence of the peak ground horizontal acceleration (PGA) were approximated as
follows:
P[Amax ≥ 0.16g] = 1 x 10-4
P[Amax ≤ 0.05g] = 0.99
The probability for Amax between 0.05 and 0.16g was established at the difference
between unity (1) and the two assigned probabilities above:
P[0.05g <Amax < 0.16g] = 1- (P[Amax ≥ 0.16g] + P[Amax ≤ 0.05g]) = 0.0099
Figure B1 present a log-log relationship between earthquake PGA and cumulative
annual probability of exceedence. The curve with the approximated probabilities for the
lower and upper values of Amax is shown.
It is also possible to draw on Figure B1 the relationship between earthquake PGA and
annual probability of exceedence for the two "theoretical" data points known for the
Roşia Montană area:
Peak ground
horizontal acceleration
PGA
0.16
0.08

PGA
(m/s2)

Annual probability
of exceedence

1.57

1.0 x 10-4
(10,000-yr earthquake)

0.78

2.1 x 10-3
(475-yr earthquake) 1

This curve falls close to the approximation made. It indicates that the more "correct"2
cumulative probabilities are, with P[Amax ≥ 0.16g] = 1 x 10-4:
P[Amax > 0.05g] = 0.017
P[Amax > 0.094g] = 0.0.001
These values lead to:
P[Amax ≤ 0.05g] = 1 - 0.017 = 0.983
P[0.05g <Amax < 0.094g] = 0.017 - 0.001 = 0.016
P[0.094g <Amax < 0.16g] = 0.001 - 0.0001 = 0.0009 = 9 x 10-4
1
2

10% probability of exceedence in 50 years = 1-(1-2.1 * 10-3)50 = 0.10
P[ ] = (Amax)-4.4 * 7.9 · 10-4
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The third curve on Figure B1 presents this relationship. The slightly nonlinear (on loglog axes) relationship is believed to be the most realistic representation of the
cumulative probability of exceedence.

B2

EFFECT OF APPROXIMATED PROBABILITIES ON PROBABILITY
OF NON-PERFORMANCE

To verify that the probabilities used in the hazard analyses under earthquake loading
were realistic, comparison calculations were made for one event tree. One case used
three branches of Amax with the "approximated" probabilities, and the second used four
branches of Amax with the "correct" probabilities from the third curve on Figure B1.
The comparison was made for Configuration A (Starter Dam) for the case of a
foundation failure. The start for the two event trees is shown in Figures B2 and B3
respectively3. The results of the event tree analyses indicated the following:
Table B1 compares a number of probabilities obtained for the three-branch and 4branch analyses.
Table B1

Comparisons of probabilities obtained from 3- and 4 branches of earthquake acceleration, for Amax between 0.05g and 0.16g

Event
(Figs. A1a) and A2)
P[Satisfactory foundation performance before
going in toe unravelling tree] – highest
intermediate probability in event tree
P[Satisfactory Starter Dam performance
before going in toe unravelling tree] – highest
intermediate probability in event tree
P[overtopping SCD], sum of all branches

P[ ] from
3-branch analysis

P[ ] from
4-branch analysis

0.94 x 10-2/yr

1.5 x 10-2/yr

2.2 x 10-5/yr

1.2 x 10-5/yr

2.3 x 10–9 /yr

1.4 x 10–9 /yr

For example, for the 3-branch event tree analysis with approximated probabilities:
P[overtopping SCD] = 2.3 x 10–9 /year ≈ 2 x 10 –9/year
for Amax between 0.05g and 0.16g.
For the 4-branch event tree analysis:
P[overtopping SCD] = 1.4 x 10–9 /year ≈ 1.5 x 10–9/year
for Amax between 0.05g and 0.16g. If one would continue the analysis even further out
along all branches as done in Figure A1a), b) and c), the results would come even
closer, since the highest probability of "uncontrolled" release of contents depends on the
3

In the the event tree in Appendix A, the 0.094g was approximated to 0.10g.
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Cumulative annual probability of exceedence

probability of satisfactory foundation performance before going in toe unravelling tree
(lines 1 and 2 in Table B1). The results in Table B1 show that the difference is small
and not significant for the results of the event tree analyses in this report. The 3-branch
approximation predicts slightly higher probabilities, and provides therefore a conservative estimate. It is therefore sufficient to use only three branches in the earthquake
shaking analyses.

Earthquake acceleration PGA
Black curve Curve with data points for OGA of 0.16g and 0.08g
Red curve Approximated in tree with 3 PGA branches
Blue curve Calculated relationship for tree with 4 PGA branches

Figure B1. Cumulative annual probability of exceedence for earthquake PGA
Amax ≥ 0.16g
-4

10 /yr
0.0099/yr

Earthquake

0.05g < Amax < 0.16g
0.99/yr

Amax ≤Amax ≤ 0.05g

Figure B2. 3-branch event tree under earthquake shaking
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Amax ≥ 0.16g
-4

10 /yr
0.0009/yr

0.10g < Amax < 0.16g

Earthquake
0.016/yr

0.05g < Amax < 0.10g
0.983/yr

Amax ≤Amax ≤ 0.05g

Figure B3. 4-branch event tree analysis under earthquake shaking
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C1

INTRODUCTION

This appendix present examples of the probability of failure for existing dams where
data are available. As time passes during the life of the TMF and observations of the
behaviour of the TMF dam are made, the annual probabilities can be updated with
Bayesian theory. The updating on the basis of observations would yield lower
probability of non-performance than those in this report.

C2

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

C2.1

Nomenclature

The probability of failure or probability of non-performance is usually expressed as an
exponential unit which is difficult to associate to everyday life. To help with the
understanding of these numbers, the exponential can be simplified to the expressions in
the table below.
Probability of occurrence
Probability of occurrence
Exponential expression
Expressed as frequency over time
10-4/year
Once in 10,000 years
-5
10 /year
Once in 100,000 years
10-6/year
Once in 1,000,000 years
10-7/year
Once in 10,000,000 years
10-8/year
Once in 100,000,000 years
C2.2

Statistics on dam incidents and failures

ICOLD (International Commission of Large Dams) presented statistic on dam incidents
where the average probability of failure is between 10-4 and 10-5 per year (Londe 1993;
ICOLD 1995; Foster et al. 2000; Høeg 2001). Peck (1980), based on work by Baecher
et al. (1980a and b) who used the ICOLD database plus other data, reported that the
probability of failure of dams in the United States and worldwide, was between 2 and 7
x 10-4 per year.
Foster et al. (2000) reported that the probability of an accident due to downstream slope
instability was between 1 and 5 x 10-4 per year and the probability of failure was 1.5 x
10-5 per year.
For tailings dams, the probability of failure is significantly higher than the average
probability of 10-4 and 10-5 per year reported above. Most of these tailings dams are
dams entirely made of tailings, whereas the Roşia Montană TMF is made up of the
starter Dam (a regular type rockfill embankment dam), when completed to top grade,
has downstream slope made of rockfill with gentle inclination of 1:3. Because of these
differences, a realistic comparison level to use for the Roşia Montană TMF is probably
10-4/yr.
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All of these probabilities of failure are higher than the probability of non-performance
computed for the TMF at Roşia Montană. The probability of non-performance of the
TMF was estimated as once in a million years. The event tree analyses show that the
probability of non-performance of the TMF is about 100 times lower than the
probability of failure of containment dams, based on the performance observed for dams
around the world.
C2.3

Internal Erosion in Earth Dams

Historical data are available for earth dams that provide failure frequency per dam-year
of operation. Figure C1 shows internal erosion failure frequencies for US dams. The
annual probability of failure associated with internal erosion of earth dams is between
10-4 and 5 x 10-4 per year. Internal erosion failures tend to occur more frequently in the
first 5 years reflecting first-filling failures. The figure also lists a number of factors in
the dam construction and monitoring that affected the probability of failure. The data
suggest significantly higher probabilities of failure than what was computed for the
TMF at Roşia Montană.

Figure C1.

C2.4

Normalized frequency (annual probability) for dam failure by internal
erosion in the US (Von Thun, 1985; Vick, 2002).

Rockfill Dams in Norway

Detailed event tree analyses, similar to the analyses presented in this report, were run
for three rockfill dams in Norway, the Viddalsvatn, Dravladalsvatn and the Svartevatn
dams. The latter one was known to be a robust dam, while the two first ones had shown
some signs of internal erosion in their earlier history. The annual probabilities of failure
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for these dams were computed, using the same approach as for the TMF in Roşia
Montană. Table C1 presents the results of these analyses. The probabilities of 5 x 10-4
correctly reflect the less robust construction and the less satisfactory behaviour of the
Viddalsvatn and Dravladalsvatn dams, whereas the Svartevatn dam is considered as a
very safe dam. It has an annual probability between 10-6 and 10-5 per year, which is
higher than the total probability computed for the TMF at Roşia Montană.
Table C1. Probability of failure for rockfill dams in Norway (NGI files)
Annual probability of non-performance P[ ]
Trigger
Flood/
Internal
All three
Earthquake
Dam
Precipitation
erosion
triggers
-6
-5
-4
Viddalsvatn
1.2 x 10 /yr
1.1 x 10 /yr
5.5 x 10 /yr
5.6 x 10-4 /yr
-4
-6
-5
Dravladalsvatn
4.0 x 10 /yr
1.5 x 10 /yr
5.0 x 10 /yr
4.5 x 10-4 /yr
-7
-7
-6
Svartevatn
1.0 x 10 /yr
2.0 x 10 /yr
6.0 x 10 /yr
6.3x 10-6 /yr

C3

CONCLUSION

The probability of non-performance obtained for the Dam in the TMF at Roşia Montană
is significantly lower than the probabilities of failure documented in the literature for
other dams. The probility of non-performance of the Roşia Montană TMF is probably
100 times lower than that of comparable dams.
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D1

DESCRIPTION OF NGI AND ITS EXPERTISE

PRIVATE AND INDEPENDENT RESEARCH FOUNDATION
The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) is an independent and private research
foundation. NGI does research and development and provides advanced consulting services
within the geosciences. NGI’s purpose, as stated in its by-laws, is the advancement of the
state-of geo-knowledge, and bringing the results of its research and consultation into
practice.
NGI has offices in Oslo, Trondheim and Houston, TX, USA, and Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. NGI, first established in 1950, currently employs a staff of 210, whereof 75%
have university degrees; 25% of the staff are from abroad, representing 25 nationalities.
Every year, 25-40 scholars visit NGI to do research together with NGI staff.
NGI’s turnover in 2008 was USD 45 millions. NGI receives basic and user-directed
funding from The Research Council of Norway to further develop its expertise. Research
funding from the Norwegian state to NGI amounted to USD 6 millions in 2008. NGI also
receives considerable research funding form the European Commission.
With the growing need for assessment and management of risks due to natural hazards
such as landslides, tsunamis, earthquakes and floods, NGI was awarded in 2003 the status
of Centre of Excellence, and established the “International Centre for Geohazards” at NGI.
In 2008, NGI was awarded the status of World Centre of Excellence by the International
Consortium of Landslides.
RESEARCH AND CONSULTING SERVICES
Today, NGI is an international centre for geo-research. NGI focuses on (1) properties and
physical behaviour of soil, rock and snow, (2) numerical modelling and analysis of soil,
rock, snow and groundwater and their interaction with structures, (3) instrumentation and
performance monitoring, and (4) risk assessment and management. The working philosophy
is to utilize, in an integrated approach and in collaboration with clients and partners, past
experience, latest theories and techniques and research results, backed up with full scale
measurements and performance monitoring to find cost-effective, safe and reliable
solutions. NGI caters to the markets Energy, Environment, Infrastructure and Natural
Hazards. NGI has the following areas of expertise: design and analysis of foundations for
buildings, bridges, offshore installations and harbour structures; tunnels, rock caverns and
reservoirs; design, safety evaluation and upgrading of dams; environmental sciences and
engineering for ground and groundwater: landslides and natural hazards; computational
geomechanics; land and marine geophysics; and risk assessment application to all these
areas.
WORLDWIDE RECOGNISED PROBLEM- SOLVER
NGI is often called upon to assist on large and/or complex international projects. Examples
are oil platforms offshore USA, Canada, Africa, Australia and in Europe, highways and
bridges in Thailand, natural hazards in America, Europe, Latin America and Asia, airports
in Bangkok and Hong Kong, dams and dikes on all five continents, deep excavations in
Singapore, subway in Taipei, planning of artificial island in Italy, slope safety, rock tunnels
and caverns in Hong Kong and Taiwan and storage of nuclear waste again on several
continents. Over the past 15 years, over 30% of NGI's activity has been on projects outside
Norway.
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1

Introduction

S.C. Roşia Montană Gold Corporation S.A. commissioned NGI to conduct a
hazard analysis and to estimate the probability of non-performance of the
Corna Dam in the Tailings Management Facility (TMF) at Roşia Montană. The
analyses established that the dam provides acceptable safety against release of
tailings and water. The results of the analyses were presented in NGI Report
2008 1558-1 dated 28th May 2009.
This technical note provides examples of hazard and risk levels for engineered
facilities and for activities in everyday life. Frequency curves for different
natural and man-made threats (called f-N curve or frequency-number of
fatalities/costs of damage curves) are presented.
2

f-N curves

2.1

Dams and Other Engineered Facilities

Whitman (1984) and Baecher and Christian (2003) presented the graph in
Figure 1 relating the annual probability of failure with costs. Dams are in the
probability range of 10-4 to 10-5 per year. Most engineered structures have
probabilities of failure greater than 10-4 per year.

Figure 1.

Acceptable levels of risk on f-N chart (Whitman, 1984).

Figures 2 and 3 recall the criteria set by BC Hydro (British Columbia Hydro)
and ANCOLD (Australian National Committee on Large Dams) for dams.
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GEO (Geotechnical engineering Office) in Hong Kong (GEO, 1998) proposed
risk guidelines for slopes. Figure 4 reproduces this last guideline for man-made
slopes. Figure 5 presents series of f-N curves for different natural and mancaused disasters.
All these criteria, suggest that the annual risk associated with the TMF at Roşia
Montană is well inside the acceptable range.

Figure 2.

BC Hydro’s Societal Risk Criteria for Dam Failures

Figure 3.
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2.2

Risk criteria proposed for Hong
Kong (GEO, 1998)

Figure 5.

100 1000 10000 100000
Fatalities

1 Mio.

Comparison of f-N curves for
different situations (Proske, 2005)

Natural Disasters

Three sets of f-N curves are reported herein for sake of comparison with natural
disasters. The data were compiled from the source: "EM-DAT: The OFDA/CRED
International Disaster Database, www.emdat.be - Université Catholique de
Louvain - Brussels – Belgium, data version: v12.07 (Rad 2009, NGI).
Figure 6 present f-N curve for natural disaster data for Romania over the past 100
years. The frequency is an annual frequency. The fatalities in Romania were due
to earthquake, extreme temperatures, flood and storms. Figure 7 presents the same
f-N curve for several European countries. Figure 8 shows the f-N curves
associated with landslides in 4 countries. Although natural disasters and breach of
a dam are not comparable, the probability of an adverse natural event is much
higher than the 10-6 per year computed for the TMF at Roşia Montană.
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Figure 6.

F-N natural disaster curve for Romania (Rad, 2009)

Figure 7.

F-N natural disaster curves for European countries (Rad, 2009)

Figure 8.

F-N landslide curves in 4 countries (Rad, 2009)
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3

Examples of Other Activities

For the sake of comparison, Tables 1 to 4 present the frequency of fatality for
different human activities. They also illustrate the difference between voluntary
and involuntary risk. There are many such tables in the literature, these are just
some examples.
Table 1.

Fatal accident rates, part 1 (Diamantidis, 2003)
Proportion Annual probof time
ability
(average)
[1/year]

Cause of Death

During
activity
[/108 hrs]

Rock climbing

4000

0.005

1/500

Motorcycle accidents

300

0.01

1/3,000

Skiing

130

0.01

1/8,000

Workers in high rise building industry

70

0.2

1/700

Deep sea fishing

50

0.2

1/1,000

Workers on offshore oil and gas rigs

20

0.2

1/2,500

Disease (40-44 age)

17

1

1/600

Travel by air

15

0.01

1/70,000

Travel by car

15

0.05

1/13,000

Table 2.

Fatal accident rates, part 2 (Diamantidis, 2003)

Cause of Death

During
activity
[/108 hrs]

Proportion Annual probof time
ability
(average)
[1/year]

Disease (30-40 age)

8

1

1/1,200

Coal Mining

8

0.2

1/6,000

Travel by train

5

0.05

1/40,000

Construction industry

5

0.2

1/10,000

Agriculture (employees)

4

0.2

1/12,000

Accidents in the home

1.5

0.8

1/9,000

Travel by local bus

1

0.05

1/200,000

Chemical industry

1

0.2

1/50,000

California earthquake

0.2

1

1/50,000
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Table 3.

Voluntary an involuntary risk (Kletz, 1976)

Voluntary Activity

Smoking (20 cig./day)

Death
per year
[x 10-7]

Involuntary Activity

50,000 Run over by road vehicle (USA)

Drinking (0.75 l/day)

750 Run over by road vehicle (UK)

Football

400 Floods (USA)

Car racing

Death
per year
[x 10-7]

500
600
22

12,000 Earthquake (California)

17

Rock climbing

400 Storms (US)

8

Car driving

170 Lightning (UK)

1

Motorcycling

20,000 Falling aircraft (USA)

1

Falling aircraft (UK)

0.2

Flooding of dikes (NL)

1

Influenza

2,000

Source: Chemical Engineering in a Changing World 1976

Table 4.

Individual risk to life (Morgan, 1992)

Voluntary activity
National leader
Commercial diving
Air travel (crew)
Car travel (10,000 km/yr)
Construction
Air travel (passenger)
Skiing

Occurrence/
year
1/50
1/350
1/1,000
1/3,500
1/6,000
1/9,000
1/10,000

Involuntary activity
Manufacturing
Fire
Electrocution
Drowning
Lightning
Structural failure

Occurrence/
year
1/15,000
1/50,000
1/65,000
1/100,000
1/5,000,000
1/10,000,000

REFERENCES
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Universitet, Tyskland.
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Figure A1(a). Dam configuration A, Earthquake trigger, Foundation failure
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PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
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Figure A1(b). Dam configuration A, Earthquake trigger, Toe unravelling if no foundation failure
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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Not continued, P[ ] is 8.5/22 lower than below - P[ ] are 0.4 times those below
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B
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contained by dam
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0.9
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enough to unravel
toe

1

Excessive leakage
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layer than assumed
in design

0.1

FILTERS

2 PMP storage
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P[0.99;0.01]
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Leakage large
enough to unravel
toe

0.05
Arrested by
filters
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1x10 /yr

0.9

Add portion B to
branch (above)
done in Fig.
A5(c)

Earthquake
induced damage
in core

0.99/yr

0.1

Satisfactory
Starter Dam
performance

0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD
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1.0x10

/yr

0.995

0.005

-5

OVERTOPPING

0.9

Leakage not large
enough to unravel
toe

1

Leakage large
enough to unravel
toe

0.99
0.01

P[0.99;0.01]
P[ ] much less for lower A max

0.05

No overtopping
due to crest
settlement
Geotechnical
failure of
foundation

-8

P[ ] <10 /yr

Not arrested
by filters

2.2x10 /yr

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD
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5.2x10

/yr

Stop

0.99
Less than 2
PMP storage
available

Not large enough
to unravel toe

0.01

0.1

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.995
Overtopping die
to crest
settlement

0.005
Large enough to
unravel toe

0.05g

0.01

P[ ] less for lower A max
0.95

Amax

0.99

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Stop

Figure A1(c). Dam configuration A, Earthquake trigger, Toe unravelling if no breach in Starter Dam
Amax,PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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contained by dam
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Configuration A - Earthquake shaking - Foundation failure
P[ ]

Amax ≥0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(c)
(c)
Sum

2.4x10-11/yr
6.3x10-10/yr
1.6x10-7/yr
3.7x10-8/yr
9.0x10-10/yr
2.4x10-10/yr
3.9x10-9/yr
<10-11/yr
2.1x10-7/yr

(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(c)
Sum

4.7x10-10/yr
1.2x10-9/yr
4.2x10-8/yr
2.0x10-9/yr
2.2x10-9/yr
2.3x10-10/yr
<10-11/yr
4.8x10-8/yr

=

2.6x10-7/yr

Earthquake

0.05g≤Amax
<0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

P[Non-performance of Starter Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A1(d).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A1 (a, b and c)
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performance
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Continues in Toe unravelling tree
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assumed in design
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performance
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0.0001
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Continues in Toe unravelling tree
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foundation
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available
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performance
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Satisfactory
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performance
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Continues in Toe unravelling tree
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layer than assumed
in design
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Stop
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2 PMP storage
available
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contained by dam
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0.999
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contained by dam
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-11
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Figure A2.

Analysis 1X. Dam configuration A, Earthquake trigger, Foundation failure - Effect of 4 earthquake branches instead of 3 branches
For satisfactory Starter Dam or foundation performance branches, branches continue with event tree for toe unravelling (as for Figure A1)
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation; SCD = Secondary Containment Dam

STARTER DAM
EARTHQUAKE SHAKING

MAXIMUM PGA

SLOPE FAILURE

OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

P[ ] based on Fig.B1
Lower limit A max based on
EUROCODE

P[0.999;0.001]
Good rockfill
Gentle slope
May be weathering

P[0.8;0.2]
Probably conservative
estimate

PERFORMANCE OR
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Starter Dam, small quantity of water
Less for lower A max

Much less for lower A max

No downstream
slope failure

Stop
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response

Amax 0.16g
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1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
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slope failure

Tailings & water
contained by dam
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response
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Configuration A
Earthquake
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Stop

0.9999
0.0099/yr
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response
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1
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contained by dam
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0.99/yr

Inadequate
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response
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Tailings + water
overtop SCD
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0.05g
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Figure A3(a). Dam configuration A, Earthquake shaking, Downstream slope failure
Amax, PGA = Peak horizontal ground acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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volume (Consequence Class 3)
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Stop
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Stop
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slope failure
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0.01

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD
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Stop
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Earthquake

Tailings & water
contained by dam
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failure
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0.0099/yr
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<0.16g
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slope failure

0.5

Tailings & water
contained by dam
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response
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Tailings + water
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Stop

0.999
Liquefaction of
tailing

0.99/yr

No excessive
amount of water
approaching crest

0.001

Stop

0.9
Crest
settlement
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Upstream slope
failure

0.1

Stop

0.99
Excessive
amount of water
approaching crest

0.01
Crest
settlement
>freeboard

Amax 0.05g
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Figure A3(b). Dam configuration A, Earthquake shaking, Upstream slope failure
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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Tailings & water
contained by dam
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/yr

Configuration A - Earthquake shaking Upstream and downstream slope failure of Starter Dam
P[ ]

Amax ≥0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

0.05g≤Amax
<0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

(a)
(b)
(b)
Sum

1.0x10-9/yr (Downstream)
5.0x10-10/yr (Upstream)
4.3x10-13/yr
1.5x10-9/yr

(a)
(b)
(b)
Sum

2.0x10-9/yr (Downstream)
1.0x10-8/yr (Upstream)
5.0x10-11/yr
1.2x10-8/yr

Earthquake

P[Non-performance of Starter Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A3(c).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A3 (a and b)
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estimate
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Valley slope
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much can be done

Stop

0.3
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Amax >0.16g

0.7
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0.95
Valley slope
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dam abutment
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behaviour of
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Stop

0.9
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dam foundation
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Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.95
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1
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behaviour of
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10 /yr
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Tailings + water
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does not fail
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behaviour of
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Stop
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behaviour of
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<2 PMP storage
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Stop

Figure A4a.

Dam configuration A, Earthquake shaking, Abutment failure
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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Configuration A - Earthquake shaking - Dam abutment failure, Starter Dam
P[ ]

Amax ≥0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD
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0.05g≤Amax
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Earthquake

P[Non-performance of Starter Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A4(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A4(a)
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Figure A5(a). Dam Configuration A, Earthquake shaking, Toe unravelling
For no consequence events (green boxes), trees continue with branches for foundation failure (Figure A5(c))
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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Figure A5(b). Dam Configuration A, Earthquake shaking, Toe unravelling
Leakage in foundation, even if filters are effective
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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Figure A5(c). Dam Configuration A, Earthquake shaking, Foundation failure if no toe unravelling
Calculation shown only for Toe unravelling branch with highest probability of occurrence.
Amax PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam
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Figure A5(d).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A5 (a, b and c)
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Figure A6(a). Dam Configuration C, Earthquake trigger, Foundation failure
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
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Configuration C - Earthquake shaking - Foundation failure - Completed Corna Dam
P[ ]

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water
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1.8x10-9/yr
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Figure A6(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A6 (a)
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Figure A7(a) Part 1. Dam Configuration C, Earthquake trigger, Downstream slope failure
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
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Can repair as slope moves
or liquefaction occurs

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Completed Corna Dam, small quantity
of water
Takes time for movement
Less release under lower A
max
Less consequence when 2 PMP
available

Stop

0.999

Adequate
remedial
response

No liquefaction

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8

0.001
Escape through
downstream fill

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

0.5
Inadequate
remedial
Response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

4.4x10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

4.4x10 /yr
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0.25

0.9
Settlement < 2m

WATER APPROACHING CREST
P[0.9;0.1]
Large reservoir volume, sloping
surface
Takes time for movement in
tailings

-4

10 /yr
No downstream
slope failure

-7

Stop

Satisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

0.995

0.69

Adequate
remedial
response

Settlement
between 2m and
freeboard

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8

0.005
0.3

Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

No excessive
amount of water
approaching
crest

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

0.5
Inadequate
remedial
Response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-8

6.6x10 /yr

0.25
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

0.1

-8

6.6x10 /yr

0.01
0.9
Adequate
remedial
response

1

0.995
Settlement
>freeboard

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

0.5

Liquefaction in
tailings

Inadequate
remedial
Response

0.1

FLOW OF CONTENTS
P[0.1;0.9]
Flow will probably occur but dam
can retain large volume
Large crest settlement or pore
pressure build-up may lead to
delayed failure

0.05g<A
max
<0.16g

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-7

4.4x10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

-7

4.4x10 /yr

Satisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

0.95
Adequate
remedial
response

0.05
0.0099/yr

0.25
0.25

Excessive flow of
contents

Configuration C
Earthquake

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

0.9

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

Excessive amount
of water
approaching crest

0.5
Inadequate
remedial
Response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

2.2x10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

2.x10 /yr

-7

0.25
0.1

No excessive flow
of contents

-7

Stop

No escape through
continuous lenses

Stop

0.999
Settlement
<2m

1

0.005

Satisfactory
performance of
Corna Dam

Adequate
remedial
response

0.001

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
Escape through
continuous lenses

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

0.5
Inadequate
remedial
Response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

2.1x10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

2.1x10 /yr

-9

0.25

0.845

Satisfactory
performance of
Corna Dam

0.99/yr

-9

Stop

0.995
Downstream
slope "failure"

0.15

Adequate
remedial
response

Settlement
between 2 m
and freeboard

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8

0.005
Unsatisfactory
performance of
Corna Dam

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

0.5
Inadequate
remedial
Response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

1.9x10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

1.9x10 /yr

-9

0.25
0.005

Adequate
remedial
response

1

-9

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
Settlement >
freeboard

1

Unsatisfactory
performance of
Corna Dam

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

0.5
Inadequate
remedial
Response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

1.2x10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

1.2x10 /yr

-8

0.25

Amax

0.05g

Stop

Figure A7(a) Part 2. Dam Configuration C, Earthquake trigger, Downstream slope failure
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
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Configuration C - Earthquake shaking Downstream slope failure and liquefaction - Completed Corna Dam
P[ ]
Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water
Amax ≥0.16g
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

2.5x10-9/yr
3.4x10-9/yr
2.2x10-8/yr
1.1x10-8/yr
4.4x10-11/yr
3.8x10-11/yr
2.5x10-10/yr
Sum 4.0x10-8/yr

Earthquake
Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water
0.05g≤Amax
<0.16g
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

P[Small volume relase, Corna Dam, for all Amax]
P[Non-performance of Corna Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A7(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A7 (a, Parts 1 and 2)
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4.4x10-7/yr
6.6x10-8/yr
4.4x10-7/yr
2.2x10-7/yr
2.1x10-9/yr
1.9x10-9/yr
1.2x10-8/yr
Sum 1.1x10-6/yr

=
=

1.1x10-6/yr
1.1x10-6/yr

COMPLETED CORNA DAM
EARTHQUAKE SHAKING

MAXIMUM PGA

VALLEY SLOPE FAILURE

DEPTH OF SLIDE

CORNA DAM BREACH

AVAILABLE FREEBOARD

OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

P[ ] based on Fig.B1
Lower limit A
based on
max
EUROCODE

P[0.5;0.5]
Strong earthquake may
trigger several shallow slides
Area not prone to slides
Slope toe has stood for 2000
years
Based on geomorphology

P[0.99;0.01]
Amount of slide material is
shallow
Shallow materials most
influenced by high frequency
Probably conservative
estimate

P[0.9;0.1]
Good rockfill
Slope 1:3

P[0.8;0.2]
2PMP required
Sloping containment (large
volume)

P[0.8;0.2]
Probably conservative
estimate
Can see damage, can repair,
bulldozers on site
There is time for repair after
earthquake has struck
Good quality control
Conservative estimate
Can repair as slope moves or
liquefaction occurs

Much less for for lower A max
(1/10 probability)

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Completed Corna Dam, small quantity
of water
Takes time for movenebt
Less consequence when 2 PMP
available
Less release under lower A
maxg

P[0.5;0.5]
If required storage is not
available
Valley slope does
not fail

Stop

0.5
Shallow slide
<10m deep

Amax 0.16g

Stop

0.99

0.5

Satisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

Valley slope
adjacent to
downstream dam
abutment fails

Stop

Adequate
operational
response

0.9
0.01

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
Deeper slide
( 10m) affecting
dam foundation

2PMP storage
available

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2
0.1

0.50
Inadequate
operational
response

0.8

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

2.0X10

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

2.0X10

-9

/yr

0.25
Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

-4

10 /yr

Adequate
operational
response

0.2

1

-9

/yr

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.5
<2PMP storage
available

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.5

0.5
Inadequate
operational
response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

1.3X10

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

1.3X10

-9

/yr

0.25

Valley slope does
not fail
Configuration C
Earthquake

-9

/yr

Stop

0.95
0.0099/yr

Shallow slide,
<10m deep

0.05g<Amax
<0.16g

Stop

0.99

0.05

Satisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

Valley slope
adjacent to
downstream dam
abutment fails

Stop

0.9

0.01

Adequate
operational
response

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8

Deeper slide
( 10m) affecting
foundation

2PMP storage
available

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2
0.1

0.50
Inadequate
operational
response

0.8
0.99/yr

1

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

2.0X10

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

2.0X10

-8

/yr

0.25

Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

Adequate
operational
response

0.2

1

-8

/yr

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.5
<2PMP storage
available

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.5

0.5
Inadequate
operational
response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-8

1.2X10

/yr

0.25
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

Amax 0.05g

Stop

Figure A8a. Dam Configuration C, Earthquake trigger, Abutment failure
Amax, PGA = Peak ground horizontal acceleration
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
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1.2X10

/yr

Configuration C - Earthquake shaking - Dam abutment failure, Completed Corna Dam

P[ ]
Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water
Amax ≥0.16g

2.0x10-9/yr
1.3x10-9/yr
Sum 3.3x10-9/yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water
Earthquake
Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water
0.05g≤Amax
<0.16g

2.0x10-8/yr
1.2x10-8/yr
Sum 3.2x10-8/yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

P[Small volume release, Corna Dam, for all Amax]
P[Non-performance, Corna Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A8(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A8 a)
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=
=

3.5x10-8/yr
3.5x10-8/yr

STARTER DAM
MAGNITUDE OF
PRECIPITATION

PRECIPITATION

P[ ] based on hydrological
studies

PORE PRESSURE BUILD-UP

FOUNDATION FAILURE

BREACH IN STARTER DAM

AVAILABLE STORAGE

OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

P[0.5;0.5]
Rapid construction
Can easily be monitored
and schedule altered
Less for lower precipitation

P[0.5;0.5]
High pore pressure may well
lead to a failure
Less for lower precipitation

P[0.9;0.1]
Good rockfill
Gentle slope
2PMP available normally

P[0.95;0.05]
Very high freeboard (> 20m)
for Starter Dam

P[0.7;0.3]
Start of operation
Time to react

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Starter Dam, small quantity of water
Less release under lower A max

Operational response not
considered because not much
can de done

Not
continued
No pore pressure
build-up or water flow
in the foundation

-8

Stop

10 /yr
0.5
Precipitation
1PMP

Satisfactory
foundation
performance

0.5

Stop

0.5
Pore pressure build-up
and water flow
leading to erosion in
the foundation

Satisfactory
foundation
performance

0.5

Stop

0.9
Geotechnical
failure of
foundation

-4

10 /yr

2PMP storage
available

0.1

Stop

0.95
Unsatisfactory
performance of
Starter Dam

Adequate
remedial
response

0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.7
<2PMP storage
available

0.3
Inadequate
remedial
response

0.95
0.05

Configuration A
Precipitation
No pore pressure
build-up or water flow
in the foundation

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-9

1.9x10 /yr

Stop

0.0099
0.9
Precipitation
between 0.3PMP
and 1PMP

Satisfactory
foundation
performance

0.1

Stop

0.9
Pore pressure build-up
and water flow leading
to erosion in the
foundation

Satisfactory
foundation
performance

0.1
0.99

Stop

0.9
Geotechnical
failure of
foundation

2PMP storage
available

0.1

Stop

0.95
Unsatisfactory
performance of
Starter Dam

Adequate
remedial
response

0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.7
<2PMP storage
available

0.3
Inadequate
remedial
response

Precipitation
0.3PMP

Stop

Figure A9(a). Dam Configuration A, Precipitation trigger, Foundation failure
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam

0.99
0.01

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-9

1.5x10 /yr

Configuration A - Precipitation- Foundation failure, Starter Dam
P[ ]

Amax ≥0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

1.9x10-9/yr

0.05g≤Amax
<0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

1.5x10-9/yr

Earthquake

P[Non-performance of Starter Dam, all Amax]
Figure A9(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A9(a)
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= 3.4x10-9/yr

STARTER DAM
PRECIPITATION

MAGNITUDE OF PRECIPITATION

DOWNSTREAM SLOPE FAILURE

OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

P[ ] based on hydrological studies

P[0.99;0.01]
Good rockfill
Gentle slope
May weather
Less for lower precipitation

P[0.8;0.2]

Starter Dam, small quantity of water

Amount of water
2PMP

Probably conservative estimate

Not continued

No downstream
slope failure

Stop

0.99
-8

10 /yr

Precipitation
1PMP

Adequate remedial
procedure

0.01

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
Downstream slope
failure

-4

10 /yr

0.2
Inadequate
remedial procedure

0.95
0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-8

1.0x10 /yr

Configuration A
Precipitation
No downstream
slope failure

0.0099/yr

Stop

0.999
0.3PMP
<Precipitation<
1PMP

Adequate remedial
procedure

0.001
0.99/yr

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
Downstream slope
failure

0.2
Inadequate
remedial procedure

Precipitation
0.3PMP

0.99
0.01

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

Stop

Figure A10(a). Dam configuration A, Precipitation trigger, Downstream slope instability
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam

-8

2.0x10 /yr

Configuration A - Precipitation- Foundation failure, Starter Dam
P[ ]

Amax ≥0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

1.0x10-8/yr

0.05g≤Amax
<0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

2.0x10-8/yr

Earthquake

P[Non-performance, Starter Dam, all Amax]
Figure A10(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A10(a)
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= 3.0x10-8/yr

STARTER DAM
PRECIPITATION

MAGNITUDE OF
PRECIPITATION
From hydrological studies

VALLEY SLOPE FAILURE

DEPTH OF SLIDE

CORNA DAM BREACH

AVAILABLE STORAGE

OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

P[0.5;0.5]
Strong earthquake may
trigger several shallow
slides
Area not prone to slides
Slope toe has stood for
2000 years
Based on geomorphology
Much less for for lower A max
(1/10 probability)

P[0.99;0.01]
Amount of slide material is
shallow
Shallow materials most
influenced by high
frequency
Probably conservative
estimate

P[0.9;0.1]
Good rockfill
Slope 1:3

P[0.95;0.05]
2PMP required
Sloping containment (large
volume)

P[0.5;0.5]
Probably conservative
estimate
Can see damage, can
repair, bulldozers on site
There is time for repair
after earthquake has struck
Good quality control
Conservative estimate
Can reapir as slope falls or
liquefaction occurs

Less for lower A max

P[0.5;0.5]
If required storage is not
available

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Completed Corna Dam, small
quantity of water
Takes time for movemebt
Less release under lower
Amax
Less consequence when 2
PMP available
"Small" volume corresponds
to Consequence Class 2
"Uncontrolled" release is of
small volume (Consequence
Class 3)

Not continued
further
P[]is too low

Precipitation
>2PMP

-8

Valley slope does
not fail

10 /yr

Stop

0.9
Precipitation
1PMP

Shallow slide,
<10m deep

0.1

Stop

0.99
Valley slope to
downstream
abutment fails

Satisfactory
behaviour of
Starter Dam

0.01

Stop

0.9
2PMP
storage
available

Slide
>10m deep

-4

0.1

10 /yr

Tailings & water
contained by
dam

0.95
Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
Starter Dam

0.05

0.5

Adequate
remedial
response

Tailings & water
contained by
dam

2PMP storage
available

0.5

Inadequate
remedial
response

0.95
0.05

Tailings & water
contained by
dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-11

1.3x10

/yr

Configuration A
Precipitation
Valley slope does
not fail

0.0099/yr

Stop

0.99
0.3PMP<
Precipitation<
1PMP

Slide,
<10m deep

0.01

Stop

0.999
Valley slope to
downstream
abutment fails

Satisfactory
behaviour of
Starter Dam

0.001

Stop

0.9
2PMP
storage
available

Slide
>10m deep

0.99/yr

0.1

Tailings & water
contained by
dam

0.95
Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
Starter Dam

0.05

0.5

Adequate
remedial
response

Tailings & water
contained by
dam

2PMP storage
available

0.5

Precipitation
0.3PMP

Stop

Figure A11a.Dam Configuration A, Precipitation trigger, Abutment failure
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam

Inadequate
remedial
response

0.99
0.01

Tailings & water
contained by
dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-12

2.4x10

/yr

Configuration A - Precipitation- Dam abutment failure, Starter Dam
P[ ]

Amax ≥0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

1.3x10-11/yr

0.05g≤Amax
<0.16g

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

2.4x10-12/yr

Earthquake

P[Non-performance, Starter Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A11(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A11(a)
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= 1.5x10-11/yr

STARTER DAM
MAGNITUDE OF
PRECIPITATION

PRECIPITATION

P[ ]
Hydrological studies

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

AVAILABLE FREEBOARD

DEFECT IN CORE

INCREASED LEAKAGE

EROSION

TOE UNRAVELS

P[0.95;0.05]
Owner/contractor to follow
requirements
Large freeboard for Starter
Dam

P[0.9;0.1]
Well built, robust dam
Control during construction
Low gradient

- CLAY-ROCK INTERFACE
P[0.99;0.01]
1% probability soil conditions
not discovered

P[0.9;0.1]
Good rockfill
Gentle slope

P[0.8;0.2]
Starter Dam
Good rockfill
Gentle slope
Toe unravelling may start,
but not enough water to
continue unravelling

FILTERS
- BELOW DAM
P[0.99;0.01]
Essentially no leakge if no
defect in core

P[0.7;0.3]
Filters well designed
Will not fail over entire
length
Long flow path
Less for lower precipitation

Starter Dam, small quantity of water
Need a lot of rain to cause escape of
large volume
Less release under lower A max

Less for lower A max
P[0.95;0.05]
Less for lower precipitation
(Numbers are conservative)

Not pursued
further
No leakage at
clay-rock interface

Stop

0.99
2PMP storage
available

No erosion

0.01

0.9
Leakage at
clay-rock interface

-8

10 /yr

No damage to
the toe

0.1
0.95

1

Erosion into
bedrock

0.2
Damage to the
toe

Precipitation
1PMP

No leakage below
dam

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8

0.95
0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-10

7.1x10

/yr

Stop

0.99
Erosion arrested by
filters

No defect in core

0.01
0.05

0.7
Leakage below
dam

0.9

Not large enough
to unravel toe

0.3

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.95
Erosion not
arrested by filters

0.05

<2PMP storage
available

Leakage large
enough to unravel
toe

0.95
0.05

-4

10 /yr

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-11

2.5x10

/yr

0.1
Erosion arrested by
filters

Stop

0.99
Defect (cracking/
leakage/arching...)
in core

Not large enough
to unravel toe

0.01

1

Erosion not
arrested by filters

0.05

Configuration A
Precipitation
Internal erosion
initiated

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.95

Leakage large
enough to
unravel toe

0.95
0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD
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9.3x10

/yr

No leakage at
clay-rock interface

0.99
2PMP storage
available

No erosion

0.01

0.9
Leakage at
clay-rock interface

0.0099

No damage to
the toe

0.1

1

Erosion into
bedrock

0.95

0.2
Damage to the
toe

>0.3PMP
Precipitation
<1PMP

No leakage below
dam

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8

0.99
0.01

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD
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1.4x10 /yr

Stop

0.99
Erosion arrested by
filters

No defect in core

0.01
0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

1

0.9
Leakage below
dam

0.99

0.9

No unraveling

0.1

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.95
Erosion not
arrested by filters

0.05

<2 PMP
storage
available

0.99

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Toe unravels

0.01

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-10

/yr

1.6x10

0.1
Erosion arrested by
filters

Stop

0.99
Defect (cracking/
leakage/arching...)
in core

Not large enough
to unravel toe

0.01

1

Erosion not
arrested by filters

0.01

Precipitation
0.3 PMP

Leakage large
enough to
unravel toe

Stop

Figure A12a.

Dam Configuration A, Precipitation trigger, Internal erosion and toe unravelling
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99

0.99
0.01

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-11

3.8x10

/yr

Configuration A - Precipitation, Internal erosion and Toe unravelling, Starter Dam
P[ ]

P≥ 1 PMP

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

7.1x10-10/yr
2.5x10-11/yr
9.3x10-12/yr
Sum 7.4x10-10/yr

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

1.4x10-8/yr
1.6-10-10/yr
3.8x10-11/yr
Sum 1.4x10-8/yr

Precipitation
P

0.3 PMP≤P
< 1 PMP

P[Non-performance, Starter Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A12(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A12(a)
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=

1.4x10-8/yr

STARTER DAM
MAGNITUDE OF
PRECIPITATION

PRECIPITATION

OPERATION NOT AS
PLANNED

Based on hydrological studies

P[0.8;0.2]
During building and
operation of Starter Dam
Good control
Slower construction will
improve the safety in
Analysis 11 (Fig. A9)

Amount of water
2PMP (not
continued)

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

STORAGE AVAILABLE
P[0.9;0.1]
2PMP is design requirement

Starter Dam, small quantity of water

P[0.995;0.005]
Much less for smaller amount of
water

Not continued P[ ] too low

Operation as
planned

Stop

0.8
-8

10 /yr

Amont of water
1PMP

Storage
available

0.2

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.9
Operation not
as planned

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.1

-4/yr

10

0.95
Storage not
available

0.05
Tailings + water
overtop SCD

-7

1.0X10 /yr

Configuration A
Precipitation

Operation as
planned

0.0099/yr

Stop

0.8
Amount of water
between
0.3PMP-1PMP

Storage
available

0.2

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.995
Operation not
as planned

0.99/yr

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.005

0.99
Storage not
available

0.01
Tailings + water
overtop SCD

Amount of water
0.3PMP

-7

1.0X10 /yr

Stop

Figure A13(a). During operation of Starter Dam (Configuration A), Precipitation trigger, Effect of operation schedule changes
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation
SCD = Secondary Containment Dam

Configuration A - Precipitation - Effect of operation schedule changes, Starter Dam
P[ ]

P > 1 PMP

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

1.0x10-7/yr

0.3 PMP ≤P
<1 PMP

Tailings + water
overtop SCD

1.0x10-7/yr

Precipitation
P

P[Non-performance, Starter Dam, for all Precipitations]

Figure A13(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A13(a)
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= 2.0x10-7/yr

CORNA DAM
TIME = 4 years
PRECIPITATION

MAGNITUDE OF
PRECIPITATION
-8

2PMP has 10 /yr
probability STOP
P[] based on hydrological
studies

OPERATION

AVAILABLE STORAGE

OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

P[0.8;0.2]
Possible delays due to
change in construction
method
Probably high estimate

P[0.9;0.1]
Still large freeboard

P[0.9;0.1]
Can stop production
Owner/contractor to be
especially observant at this
stage

P[[0.99;0.01]
Much less for lower
precipitation

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Dam is about 100m high
Stil large freeboard

Not
continued
-8
P[]<10 /yr

Amount of water
2PMP

-8

Operation as
planned

10 /yr

Stop

0.8
Amount of water
>1 PMP

2PMP storage
available

0.2

Tailings & water
contained by dam

1

0.9
Operation not
as planned

Adequate
response

0.1

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.9

-4

Tailings & water
contained by dam

<2PMP storage

10 /yr

available

0.1

0.5
Inadequate
response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0X10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0X10

-8

0.25
-8

/yr

Precipitation
Configuration B
Operation as
planned

0.0099/yr

Stop

0.8
Amount of water
between 0.3PMP
and 1PMP

2PMP storage
available

0.2

Tailings & water
contained by dam

1

0.99
Operation not
as planned

Adequate
response

0.01

0.99/yr

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.9
Tailings & water
contained by dam

<2PMP storage
available

0.5

0.1
Inadequate
response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-7

5.0X10

/yr

0.25
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

Amount of water
0.3 PMP

Stop

Figure A14(a). Dam configuration B, Precipitation trigger, Effect of operational delays
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation

-7

5.0X10 /yr

Configuration B - Precipitation, Operational delays, Corna Dam
P[ ]

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0x10-8/yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0x10-8/yr

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0x10-7/yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0x10-7/yr

P ≥ 1 PMP

Precipitation
P

0.3 PMP
< 1 PMP

P[Small volume released, Corna Dam, for all Amax]
P[Non-performance, Corna Dam, for all Amax]
Figure A14(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A14(a)
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= 5.5x10-7/yr
= 5.5x10-7/yr

CORNA DAM
SLIDE OF VALLEY SLOPE OCCURS

MOVEMENT

MUDWAVE OVERTOPPING

STORAGE REDUCTION

AVAILABLE STORAGE

P[ ] 0.01; P[ ]>0.001
(based on geomorphology report)
t=1,5 - 16 years

P[0.1;0.9]
Expect a slow moving slide
Slow moving slide does not cause
mudslide
Fast moving slide may cause
mudslide

P[0.99;0.01]
P[0.999;0.001]
Viscous material

P[0.8;0.1;0.1]
Volume depends on size of
slides
Limited valley volume sliding

P[0.9;0.09;0.01]
P[0.99;0.009;0.001]
2PMP requirement and volume
of sloping retainment takes
large volume
No time for remedial measures

Lower for slow moving slide
Lower for no mudwave

Less for slow moving slide
Less for smaller reduction in
storage

HEAVY PRECIPITATION
BEFORE REMEDIATION

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

P[0.99;0.01]
New rain is trigger; time for
remedial measures
Assume that remedial action
will be taken
Volume of precipitation
assumed >available storage
Probably conservative
estimate

Corna Dam, small quantity of water

Available storage
3
2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.90

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP
Reduce storage
volume by more
3
than 3 mill. m

0.09

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

-8

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

3.6x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

9.0x10 /yr

0.1
-9

0.01
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.1

Available storage
3
2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

0.5
0.25

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

0.25

-9

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.98

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Not causing
mudwave
reaching crest

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

0.1

0.015

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

Reduce storage
3
by 1-3 mill. m

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

6.0x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.5x10 /yr

0.1
-9

0.005
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

0.999

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.8

Available storage3
<2PMP (5 mill. m )

Stop

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Stop

0.5
0.25

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

1.2x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.2x10 /yr

0.25

-9

0.99
Fast moving
Reduce storage
by less than
3
1 mill. m

0.009

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.001

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

0.1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.001

Landslide in natural
terrain into tailings

0.5
0.25

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

2.0x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.0x10 /yr

0.25
-9

OVERTOPPING OCCURS
P[0.01;0.99]
Small volume of water

-2

Tailings & water
contained by dam

Pf = 10 /yr
0.5
0.25

Overtops dam

0.9

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

0.25

0.01
Mudwave
reaches crest

0.99
Does not overtop
dam

Figure A15(a) Part 1. Dam configuration D, Natural terrain slide into tailings
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation

Stop

-9

CORNA DAM
SLIDE OF VALLEY SLOPE OCCURS

MOVEMENT

MUDWAVE OVERTOPPING

P[ ] 0.01; P[ ]>0.001
(based on geomorphology report)
t=1,5 - 16 years

P[0.1;0.9]
Expect a slow moving slide
Slow moving slide does not cause
mudslide
Fast moving slide may cause
mudslide

Not considered for slow
moving landslide

STORAGE REDUCTION

AVAILABLE STORAGE

P[0.8;0.1;0.01]
Volume depends on size of
slides
Limited valley volume sliding

P[0.9;0.09;0.01]
P[0.99;0.999;0.001]
2PMP requirement and volume
of sloping retainment takes
large volume
No time for remedial measures

Lower for no mudwave

Less for slow moving slide
Less for smaller reduction in
storage

HEAVY PRECIPITATION
BEFORE REMEDIATION

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

P[0.99;0.01]
Rain is trigger; time for
remedial measures
Assume that remedial action
will be taken
Volume of precipitation
assumed >available storage
Probably conservative estimate

Corna Dam, small quantity of water

Available storage
3
>2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.90
0.1

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

0.09

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

Reduce storage
volume by more
3
than 3 mill. m

0.5
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.4

-7
Release of small volume
1.6x10 /yr
of tailings + water

0.1
-8
Release of larger volume
4.1x10 /yr
of tailings + water

0.01
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

Landslide in natural
terrain into tailings

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

-2

Pf = 10 /yr

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

0.5
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.25

-8
Release of small volume
1.1x10 /yr
of tailings + water

0.25
0.05

-8
Release of larger volume
1.1x10 /yr
of tailings + water

0.9

Available storage
>2PMP (5.5 mill.
3
m )

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.98

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Slow moving
(not causing
mudwave)

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

0.015

0.05

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

Reduce storage
3
by 1-3 mill. m

0.5
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.4

-8
Release of small volume
2.7x10 /yr
of tailings + water

0.1
-9
Release of larger volume
6.8x10 /yr
of tailings + water

0.005
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

0.5
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.9

0.25

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

-9

5.6x10 /yr

0.25
-9
Release of larger volume
5.6x10 /yr
of tailings + water

Available storage 3
>2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

Stop

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Stop

0.99

Reduce storage
volume by less
3
than 1 mill. m

0.009

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.001

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

0.5
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.25

Release of small volume
2.0x10
of tailings + water

-8

/yr

0.25
Release of larger volume
2.0x10
of tailings + water

Figure A15(a) Part 2. Dam configuration D, Natural terrain slide in tailings
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation

-8

/yr

Configuration D - Natural terrain slide into tailings - Corna Dam
P[ ]

Sum

3.6x10-8/yr
2.5x10-9/yr
6.0x10-9/yr
1.2x10-9/yr
2.0x10-9/yr
2.5x10-9/yr
5.0x10-8/yr

Sum

9.0x10-9/yr
2.5x10-9/yr
1.5x10-9/yr
1.2x10-9/yr
2.0x10-9/yr
2.5x10-9/yr
1.9x10-8/yr

Sum

1.6x10-7/yr
1.1x10-8/yr
2.7x10-8/yr
5.6x10-9/yr
2.0x10-8/yr
2.2x10-7/yr

Sum

4.1x10-8/yr
1.1x10-8/yr
6.8x10-9/yr
5.6x10-9/yr
2.0x10-8/yr
8.5x10-8/yr

=
=

2.8x10-7/yr
1.0x10-7/yr

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water
Fast moving
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water
Natural terrain
landslide
Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water
Slow moving
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

P[Small volume released, Configuration D]
P[Non-performance, Configuration D]
Figure A15(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A15(a)
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CORNA DAM
FAILURE UNDER WASTE STOCKPILE

MOVEMENT

MUDWAVE REACHING DAM CREST

STORAGE REDUCTION

AVAILABLE STORAGE

Failure does not occur in stockpile, but
may cause a failure in foundation soil
below stockpile.
Higher possibility at t=16 yrs
(compared to earlier)

P[0.1;0.9]
Expect a slow moving slide
Slow moving does not cause
mudslide
Fast moving may cause
mudslide

P[0.999;0.001]
Small slide will not cause large
mudwave
Inertia of masses causes small
movements

P[0.001;0.009;0.099]
Small slide volume
Volume of slide is most
3
probably less than 3 mill. m
Small volume of fluid
available
Stockpile far from dam crest

P[0.90;0.09;0.01]
2PMP is requirement
Sloping containment takes
large volume
High freeboard
Less for smaller volume

CONCURRING HEAVY
PRECIPITATION
P[0.99;0.01]
Rain is trigger; time for remedial
measures
Assume that remedial action will
be taken
Volume of precipitation assumed
>available storage
Probably conservative estimate

Available storage
3
2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Little water available
Sloping tailings
Small volume, sloping

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.90

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP
Reduce storage
volume by more
3
than 3 mill. m

0.09

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

-10

3.6x10

/yr

0.1
Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

-11

9.0x10

/yr

0.01
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.001

0.5
0.25

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

/yr

0.25
Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

Available storage 3
>2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

-11

2.5x10
-11

2.5x10

/yr

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.98

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Not causing
mudwave
reaching crest

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

0.009

0.015

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

Reduce storage
3
by 1-3 mill. m

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

-10

5.4x10

/yr

0.1
Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

-10

1.3x10

/yr

0.005
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

0.999

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

0.99

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.25

Release of small volume
of tailings + water
Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

Available storage 3
>2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

Stop

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Stop

-10

1.1x10

/yr

0.25
-10

1.1x10

/yr

0.99

Fast moving
Reduce storage
by less than
3
1 mill. m

0.009

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.001

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

0.1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.001

OVERTOPPING OCCURS
P[0.001;0.999]
Large freeboard
Probably conservative
Small volume of fluids

Configuration B
Waste stockpile
has failed.

0.5
0.25

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

0.25

-9

Tailings & water
contained by dam

-2

0.5

Pf = 10 /yr (10%)

0.25

Overtops dam

0.001

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

Causing mudwave
reaching crest

0.9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

-10

2.5x10

0.25

0.999
Does not overtop
dam

Stop

Figure A16(a) Part 1 Dam configuration B, Failure under Carnic waste stockpile
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation

/yr
-10

2.5x10

/yr

CORNA DAM
FAILURE UNDER WASTE STOCKPILE

MOVEMENT

MUDWAVE REACHING DAM CREST

STORAGE REDUCTION

AVAILABLE STORAGE

Failure does not occur in stockpile, but
may cause a failure in foundation soil
below stockpile.
Higher possibility at t=16 yrs
(compared to earlier)

P[0.1;0.9]
Expect a slow moving slide
Slow moving does not cause
mudslide
Fast moving may cause
mudslide

P[0.999;0.001]
Small slide will not cause large
mudwave
Inertia of masses causes small
movements

P[0.001;0.009;0.099]
Small slide volume
Volume of slide is most
3
probably less than 3 mill. m
Small volume of fluid
available
Stockpile far from dam crest

P[0.90;0.09;0.01]
2PMP is requirement
Sloping containment takes
large volume
High freeboard
Less for smaller volume

CONCURRING HEAVY
PRECIPITATION
P[0.99;0.01]
Rain is trigger; time for remedial
measures
Assume that remedial action will
be taken
Volume of precipitation assumed
>available storage
Probably conservative estimate

Available storage
3
2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Little water available
Sloping tailings
Small volume, sloping

Stop

0.1

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.90

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP
Reduce storage
volume by more
3
than 3 mill. m

Configuration B
Waste stockpile
has failed.

0.09

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

3.2x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

8.1x10

-9

0.1
-10

/yr

0.01
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

-2

Pf = 10 /yr (10%)

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.001

0.5
0.25

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

0.9

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water
Available storage
3
2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

-10

2.3x10

/yr

0.25
-10

2.3x10

/yr

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.98

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Slow moving

0.009

0.015

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

Reduce storage
3
by 1-3 mill. m

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

4.9x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.2x10 /yr

0.1
-9

0.005
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

0.99

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

Available storage
3
>2PMP (5.5 mill.m )

Stop

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Stop

0.5
0.25

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

1.0x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.0x10 /yr

0.25
-9

0.99
Reduce storage
by less than
3
1 mill. m
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Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.0005

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

Figure A16(a) Part 2 Dam configuration B, Failure under Carnic waste stockpile
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation

0.5
0.25

-8

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

1.1x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.1x10 /yr

0.25
-9

Configuration C - Failure under Carnic waste stockpile, Corna Dam, Configuration D

P[ ]
(only>10-9/yr are considered)
2.5x10-9/yr
3.2x10-9/yr
4.9x10-9/yr
1.0x10-9/yr
1.1x10-8/yr
Sum 2.4x10-8/yr

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

Waste stockpile
failure
2.5x10-9/yr
1.2x10-9/yr
1.0X10-9/yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

P[Small volume release, Corna Dam]
P[Non-performance, Corna Dam]

Figure A16(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A16(a)
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1.1x10-9/yr
Sum 1.7x10-8/yr

=
=

2.4x10-8/yr
1.7x10-8/yr

CORNA DAM
FAILURE UNDER WASTE STOCKPILE

MOVEMENT

MUDWAVE REACHING DAM CREST

STORAGE REDUCTION

AVAILABLE STORAGE

Failure does not occur in stockpile, but
may cause a failure in foundation soil
below stockpile.
Higher possibility at t=16 yrs
(compared to earlier)

P[0.1;0.9]
Expect a slow moving slide
Slow moving does not cause
mudslide
Fast moving may cause
mudslide

P[0.999;0.001]
Small slide will not cause large
mudwave
Inertia of masses causes small
movements

P[0.001;0.009;0.099]
Small slide volume
Volume of slide is most
3
probably less than 3 mill. m
Small volume of fluid
available
Stockpile far from dam crest

P[0.90;0.09;0.01]
2PMP is requirement
Sloping containment takes
large volume
High freeboard
Less for smaller volume

CONCURRING HEAVY
PRECIPITATION
P[0.99;0.01]
Rain is trigger; time for remedial
measures
Assume that remedial action will
be taken
Volume of precipitation assumed
>available storage
Probably conservative estimate

Available storage
3
2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Little water available
Sloping tailings
Small volume, sloping

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.90

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP
Reduce storage
volume by more
3
than 3 mill. m

0.09

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

3.6x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

9.0x10

0.1
-10

/yr

0.01
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.001

0.5
0.25

Release of small volume
of tailings + water
Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

Available storage 3
>2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

-10

2.5x10

/yr

0.25
-10

2.5x10

/yr

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.98

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Not causing
mudwave
reaching crest

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

0.009

0.015

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

Reduce storage
3
by 1-3 mill. m

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

5.4x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.3x10 /yr

0.1
-9

0.005
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

0.999

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

0.99

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

Available storage 3
>2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

Stop

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Stop

0.5
0.25

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

1.1x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.1x10 /yr

0.25
-9

0.99

Fast moving
Reduce storage
by less than
3
1 mill. m

0.009

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.001

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

0.1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.001

OVERTOPPING OCCURS
P[0.001;0.999]
Large freeboard
Probably conservative
Small volume of fluids

Configuration B
Waste stockpile
has failed.

0.5
0.25

-8

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

0.25

-8

Tailings & water
contained by dam

-1

0.5

Pf = 10 /yr (10%)

0.25

Overtops dam

0.001
Causing mudwave
reaching crest

0.9

2.5x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10 /yr

0.999
Does not overtop
dam

Stop

Figure A17(a) Part 1 Dam configuration C, Failure under Carnic waste stockpile
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation

-9

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

0.25

-9

CORNA DAM
FAILURE UNDER WASTE STOCKPILE

MOVEMENT

MUDWAVE REACHING DAM CREST

STORAGE REDUCTION

AVAILABLE STORAGE

Failure does not occur in stockpile, but
may cause a failure in foundation soil
below stockpile.
Higher possibility at t=16 yrs
(compared to earlier)

P[0.1;0.9]
Expect a slow moving slide
Slow moving does not cause
mudslide
Fast moving may cause
mudslide

P[0.999;0.001]
Small slide will not cause large
mudwave
Inertia of masses causes small
movements

P[0.001;0.009;0.099]
Small slide volume
Volume of slide is most
3
probably less than 3 mill. m
Small volume of fluid
available
Stockpile far from dam crest

P[0.90;0.09;0.01]
2PMP is requirement
Sloping containment takes
large volume
High freeboard
Less for smaller volume

CONCURRING HEAVY
PRECIPITATION
P[0.99;0.01]
Rain is trigger; time for remedial
measures
Assume that remedial action will
be taken
Volume of precipitation assumed
>available storage
Probably conservative estimate

Available storage
3
2PMP (5.5 mill. m )

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE
Little water available
Sloping tailings
Small volume, sloping

Stop

0.1

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.90

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP
Reduce storage
volume by more
3
than 3 mill. m

Configuration B
Waste stockpile
has failed.

0.09

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

3.2x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

8.1x10 /yr

-8

0.1
-9

0.01
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

-1

Pf = 10 /yr (10%)

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.001

0.5
0.25

0.9
Available storage
>2PMP (5.5
mill.
3
m )

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

2.3x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.3x10 /yr

-9

0.25
-9

Stop

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.98

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Slow moving

0.009

0.015

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01

Reduce storage
3
by 1-3 mill. m

Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

0.5
0.4

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

4.9x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.2x10 /yr

-8

0.1
-8

0.005
Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

0.99

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

Available storage
>2PMP (5.5
mill.
3
m )

Stop

Available storage
between 1-2 PMP

Stop

0.5
0.25

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

1.0x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.0x10 /yr

-8

0.25
-8

0.99
Reduce storage
by less than
3
1 mill. m

0.0095

Heavy precipitation
after remediation
completed

0.0005

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.99
Available storage
<1PMP

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.01
Heavy precipitation
before remediation
completed

Figure A17(a) Part 2 Dam configuration C, Failure under Carnic waste stockpile
PMP = Probable maximum precipitation

0.5
0.25

-7

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

1.0x10 /yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

1.1x10 /yr

0.25
-7

Configuration C - Failure under Carnic waste stockpile, Corna Dam

P[ ]
-8

(Only > 10 /yr are considered)

Release of small volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10-8/yr
3.2x10-8/yr
4.9x10-8/yr
1.0x10-7/yr
1.1x10-7/yr
Sum 2.4x10-7/yr

Release of larger volume
of tailings + water

2.5x10-8/yr
1.2x10-8/yr
1.0x10-8/yr
1.1x10-8/yr
Sum 1.7x10-7/yr

Waste stockpile
failure

P[Small volume release, Completed Corna Dam]
P[Non-performance, Completed Corna Dam]
Figure A17(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A17(a)
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2.4x10-7/yr
1.7x10-7/yr

LEAKAGE UNDER
FOUNDATION OR THROUGH
CORE

STARTER DAM
INTERNAL EROSION

DEFECT IN CORE
P[0.9;0.1
Well built
Robust dam
Control during construction
Defect is taken to mean leakage in
core

P[0.99;0.01]
Due to fissures, bedding,
planes
Defect in core will increase
leakage in dam

TOE UNRAVELS

P[0.99;0.01]
No external force
Well designed filters

P[0.999;0.001]
Starter Dam
Good rockfill
Gentle slope
Unravelling may start but not
enough water to contue
unravelling
No external forces (like
earthquake)

No leakage
under
foundation

A

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

ARRESTED BY FILTERS

Starter Dam, small quantity of
water

Stop

0.99
-3

No defect in
core

Arrested by
filters

0.01

P=6.3x10 /yr

Add portion A
to branch, Fig.
A18(b)

0.7
Leakage
under
foundation

0.9

Leakage not
large enough
to unravel toe

0.3

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.999
Not arrested
by filters

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.001
Configuration A
Internal erosion

0.33
Leakage large
enough to
unravel toe

0.34

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-7

9.2x10 /yr

0.33
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

-7

8.9x10 /yr

0.1
No leakage
through
core

B

Stop

0.99
-4
Arrested by
filters

Defect in core

0.01

P=9.9x10 /yr

Add portion B
to branch, Fig.
A18(b)

0.999
Leakage
through
core

Leakage not
large enough
to unravel toe

0.001

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.999
Not arrested
by filters

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.001

0.33
Leakage large
enough to
unravel toe

0.34

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-10

3.4x10

/yr

0.33

Figure A18(a). Dam configuration A, Internal erosion; if filters are effective, branches continue in A18(b)

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

-10

3.3x10

/yr

STARTER DAM
INTERNAL EROSION

DEFECT IN CORE

ARRESTED BY FILTERS

See Fig. A18(a)

See Fig. A18(a)

LEAKAGE IN FOUNDATION
See Fig. A18(a)

FILTERS PREVENT EXCESSIVE
LEAKAGE UNDER TOE
P[0.95;0.05 ]
Filters well designed
Will not fail over entire height;
long flow path

No leakage
under
foundation

TOE UNRAVELS

PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

P[0.999;0.001]
See Fig. A18(a)

Starter Dam, small quantity of
water

Stop

0.99
No defect in
core

Arrested by
filters

Arrested by
filters

0.01

-3

P=6.3x10 /yr
(Fig. A18(a)

Stop

0.95
Leakage
under
foundation

0.9

Leakage not
large enough
to unravel toe

0.05

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.999
Not arrested
by filters

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.001

0.33

Configuration A
Internal erosion

Leakage large
enough to
unravel toe

0.34

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

1.1x10 /yr

Release of large
volume of tailings
+ water

1.0x10 /yr

-9

0.33
-9

0.1
No leakage
under
foundation

Stop

0.99
Defect in core

-4

P=9.9x10 /yr
(Fig. A18(a)

Arrested by
filters

Arrested by
filters

0.01

Stop

0.95
Leakage
under
foundation

Leakage not
large enough
to unravel toe

0.05

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.999
Not arrested
by filters

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.001

0.33
Leakage large
enough to
unravel toe

0.34

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-10

1.7x10

/yr

0.33
Release of large
volume of tailings
+ water

Figure A18(b). Dam configuration A, Internal erosion; if filters are effective, leakage under foundation

-10

1.1x10

/yr

Configuration A - Internal Erosion, Starter Dam

P[ ]

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
Sum

9.2x10-7/yr
3.4x10-7/yr
1.1x10-9/yr
1.7x10-10/yr
1.3x10-6/yr

(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
Sum

8.9x10-7/yr
3.3x10-7/yr
1.0x10-9/yr
1.1x10-10/yr
1.2x10-6/yr

=
=

1.3x10-6/yr
1.2x10-6/yr

Internal
erosion
Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

P[Small volume release, Starter Dam]
P[Non-performance, Stater Dam]
Figure A18(c).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A18(c)
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CORNA DAM
PERFORMANCE OR
NON-PERFORMANCE

CONFIGURATION (year 9-12)

WATER APPROACHING CREST

CREST SETTLEMENT

OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

DAM BEHAVIOUR

Liquefaction:
Due to rapid loading of
tailings, excess pore pressure
build-up
6m raise/yr is not rapid load
Consensus probability

P[0.9;0.1]
Large reservoir volume, sloping
surface
Takes time for movement in
tailings

P[0.699;0.3;0.001
Lower than for earthquake
shaking, because static
Top branch about as for
earthquake, configuration C

P[0.5;0.5]
Static liquefaction for local
effect
Can damage filters, difficult
to fix
Consensus probability

P[0.95;0.05]
Much tailings go into rockfill
Probability of "uncontrolled" release
will be very low

P[0.995;0.004;0.001]
Volume of liquefied material is small
Much tailings will go in rockfill
Probability of "uncontrolled release"
will be very low
P[0.8;0.15;0.05]
for settlement >freeboard

P[8.5;0.2]
Can see damage
2PMP freeboard
'

Crest
settlement
<2m

Stop

0.749

Adequate
remedial
measures

Tailings & water
contained by dam

1

0.5
Settlement
between 2m
and freeboard

0.25

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.5

0.995

No excessive amount
of water
approaching crest

Inadequate
remedial
measures

0.004

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0X10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

1.2X10 /yr

-6

0.001
-6

0.001
0.99
Adequate
remedial
measures

Tailings & water
contained by dam

1

0.5
Settlement
>freeboard

Satisfactory
behaviour of
dam

0.5

Stop

0.95

Configuration D
Static liquefaction in
tailings

Inadequate
remedial
measures

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.05

0.80
Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
dam

P = 0.01/yr

0.15

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

-8

3.4X10 /yr

0.05

0.01

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

FLOW OF CONTENTS
P[0.1;0.9]
Flow will probably occur but dam
can retain large volume
Large crest settlement or pore
pressure build-up may lead to
delayed failure

No excessive
flow of
contents

-8

1.1X10 /yr

Stop

0.5
Excessive amount of
water approaching
crest

Satisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

0.5

Stop

0.95
Excessive
flow of
contents

Adequate
remedial
response

0.05

1

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.8
Unsatisfactory
behaviour of
Corna Dam

Tailings & water
contained by dam

0.2

0.5
Inadequate
operational
response

0.25

Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

1.3x10 /yr

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

1.3x10 /yr

-7

0.25

Figure A19(a). Dam configuration D, Liquefaction of tailings

-7

Configuration D - Static liquefaction of tailings - Corna Dam

P[ ]
Release of small
volume of tailings
+ water

5.0x10-6/yr
3.4x10-8/yr
1.3x10-7/yr
5.2x10-6/yr

Static liquefaction
of tailings

Release of larger
volume of tailings
+ water

P[Small volume release, Configuration D]
P[Non-performance, Configuration D]

Figure A19(b).

Summation of probabilities in Figure A19(a)
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1.2x10-6/yr
1.1x10-8/yr
1.3x10-7/yr
1.3x10-6/yr

5.2x10-6/yr
1.3x10-6/yr

